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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The percentage of undergraduate minority students admitted at Iowa State Uni­
versity increased steadily between 1986 and 1989; however, in 1991 the African-
American undergraduate population decreéised. In 1986, the enrollment of under­
graduate Black^ students at Iowa State University was 586 students. Iowa State 
University Student Profile Institutional Research statistics also estimated that 4 per­
cent minority students were enrolled in university academic programs in 1986. By 
1989 the population at Iowa State University had grown to 1,293 American minori­
ties. Of these, six hundred and forty were African-Americans. In 1991, this number 
decreased to 1,175 American minorities enrolled in Iowa State University. African-
Americans comprised 537 of this population (Iowa State University Office of the 
Registrar, 1991). 
As instituitions of higher education admit larger numbers of students from mi­
nority populations into college programs, student needs for a variety of support ser­
vices while attending the universities will increase. Among these support activities, 
student personnel services are considered to be a very important function. 
Del worth (1990) defined a "student services professional" as one whose main 
scilaried responsibilities are explicitly in those functional areas generally recognized 
^Synonymous with the term African-American. 
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as student-oriented services. Student personnel services as outlined by Jones (1978) 
comprise: 
the area of student development services which emphasizes education and 
consultation, such as orientation, student activities, academic support 
programs, counseling and health services, and special programs (such as 
paraprofessional training, leadership training, and drug education) (p. 
14)., 
Student personnel services have been viewed as an integral part of the United 
States' higher education system. These services have helped many undergraduate 
students achieve their goals. However, some institutions have chosen to limit their 
student personnel services, for a variety of reasons some of which may have prevented 
educational changes designed to increase student success. Fleming (1984) believes 
that the limitations placed on student services may have an adverse effect on the 
success of minority students in predominantly white institutions. 
Indications are that life for minority students in predominantly white schools, 
despite larger funding resources, are in a crisis, particularly in the area of social activ­
ities. Many African-American students on predominantly white campuses complain 
of the low Black enrollment and their social isolation from campus functions. 
One student service that has been identified as aiding in the success ratio for 
students is the college residence hall. It is generally accepted that residence hall 
students earn better grades and have higher graduation rates than their non-residence 
hall counterparts (Moos, 1979; Pantages and Creedon, 1978). Based on these data, 
newly enrolled Black students are encouraged to live in the residence halls. For the 
Black student, however, who grew up in all-black neighborhood and attended an 
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all-black school, the transition to a white college and residence hall life is indeed a 
frightening one (Word, 1973). To compound the problem, the Black student may 
find few others with whom to identify in the residence halls as a limited number of 
Black students live in residence halls. Because of these identity problems, the Black 
student who lives in the residence halls without support services that meet his/her 
needs does not make better grades when compared to his/her white counterparts 
(Word, 197.3). 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate factors affecting the academic suc­
cess of undergraduate African-Americans when comparing off-campus and on-campus 
living experiences. The qualitative case study method will be used to achieve the ob­
jectives of this research. 
The academic performance of African-American students does not seem to be a 
reflection of their potential. The assumption is that this might be due to factors that 
are related to student living environments, such as roommate conflicts, financial con­
cerns, and the unavailability of other non-academic student developmental programs. 
The problem to be addressed by this research is to determine the efficacy of encour­
aging Black students to live in residence halls at Iowa State University, utilizing a 
case study approach to review academic factors and qualitative life styles issues. 
This information will help incoming African-American students to select the liv­
ing arrangement that is most conducive to their academic successes. In addition it 
will also be valuable for minority staff in residence halls and student affairs adminis­
trators when assessing the educational and developmental needs of students. 
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Background Information 
Iowa State University offers a broad-based undergraduate education that pre­
pares students to meet the challenges of tomorrow. There are 120 academic programs 
from which students and advisors can selectively choose to meet their individual -
higher education needs. Nine colleges make up the university campus. The student 
to teacher ratio at Iowa State University is 19 to 1. The undergraduate student 
population is 21,188 as of fall 1990. 
The university is proud of its national acclaim for offering students many diverse 
and challenging opportunities to carry out their special interests outside of the class­
room. As part of the Iowa State culture, students can find many ways to explore 
new interests and to assume viable and respected roles of leadership among their 
classmates and friends and edongside faculty and administrators. 
In the 1988-89 academic year, Iowa State was nationally recognized for the qual­
ity of life generated for and with students. The university was selected as one of only 
fourteen institutions in the country to undergo close study of its exceptional offerings 
of quality out-of-the classroom experiences for students. 
Students who have the subject matter background required by Iowa State and 
who rank in the upper one-half of their graduating class generally will be admitted. 
An ACT composite score of 24 or an SAT combined verbal and mathematics score of 
980 is an alternative to the upper one-half class rank requirement for some applicants. 
All incoming freshmen are expected to complete the ACT or SAT and have their 
scores sent to the Admissions Office. Test scores are used for academic advising 
and placement purposes. They are also used for admissions purposes, primarily for 
students who do not rank iii the upper one-half of their high school graduating class 
(Iowa State University, Information and Application for Undergraduates. 1990-91). 
Programs for minority students 
In an effort to provide minority students with a positive, well balanced edu­
cational experience while at Iowa State University, the Office of Minority Student 
Affairs provides academic assistance, career advising, personal and financial counsel­
ing, and tutorial assistance. The Office of Minority Student Affairs is designed to give 
leadership to Iowa State's mission in the area of equal educational opportunity. This 
is a three-phase effort combining equal access, equal distribution, and programs for 
persistence. To achieve these goals. Minority Student Affairs maintains productive 
on-going working relationships with all departments, and specifically residence héiUs, 
at the university that are vital for the enrollment, and graduation of all students. 
Black students' perceptions of their living arrangements in the residence halls can 
have an effect on the retention rate on their campuses (Davis, 1970). 
As enrollment of minority students increases, various clubs and organizations 
are formed to meet the students' cultural, career, and political interests. The Black 
Student Government and the Gospel Soul Innovators among the many organizations 
are the two major groups that address specific issues of concern to various minority 
students. Through the assistance of the Office of Minority Student .Affairs, quar­
terly or annual symposia are sponsored to promote cultural awareness ( Iowa State 
University, Information and Application for Undergraduates, 1990-91). 
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Research Questions 
Although the case study method will be used for this research, some quantitative 
data will be collected in order to assess differences. Several research questions were 
developed to guide the study. The quantitative research questions are: 
1. Are there academic differences between on-campus and off-campus African-
American undergraduate students in their ACT/SAT scores and grade point 
averages? 
2. What is the effect of financial assistance on African-American students' aca­
demic achievement and choices of accommodation? 
The qualitative questions to be answered through the c<ise study method are: 
1. Does the family background effect the persistence and level of educational 
achievements among African-American students? 
2. Which housing arrangement (on-campus or off-campus) is most positive for 
African-American students and what are the most common problems? 
3. What impact does the residence halls' climate or conditions have on African-
American students' attitudes toward the housing choices in terms of satisfac­
tion, involvement, perceptions, and alienation? 
4. Would a minority peer mentoring project and other support services be effective 
measures for enhancing academic achievement in residence halls? 
Limitations 
This study was limited to African-American undergraduates that attended and 
graduated from Iowa State University between the period of fall 1989 to the summer 
1990 sessions. The small population of African-American undergraduates attending 
Iowa State University was a major limiting factor. Although, many of these factors 
from the research may be applicable to the general student population, the gener­
alizations of this study are based specifically on African-American students living 
experiences on-campus or off-campus at Iowa State University. 
Dependent and Independent Variables 
Academic performance, the dependent variable, was measured in this study by 
the participants' grade point average (GPA). The independent variables that were 
considered to affect academic performance were the living arrangement status. SAT, 
and ACT test scores. 
Definitions and Abbreviations 
Grade Point Average (GPA) - refers to the quality points divided by the total 
of credit hours for the period under consideration. 
Status-1 - are students that lived on-campus during their period of enrollment 
at the university. 
Status-2 - refers to students that lived off-campus during their period of enroll­
ment at the university. 
Status-3 - refers to students that lived on-campus and then moved to off-campus 
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housing. 
Status-4 - are students that lived off-campus and then moved to on-campus 
housing. 
Scholastic Aptitude Test - Verbal (SAT-V) - a section of the test that can be 
administered to students before their entry in the university to determine their verbal 
skills. 
Scholastic Aptitude Test - Mathematics (SAT-M) - a section of the test that can 
be administered to students before their entry in the university to determine their 
mathematical skills. 
American College Testing (ACT) - a standardized test that can be administered 
to students before their entry in the university to determine their academic profi­
ciency. 
Living/learning environment - is an accommodation that provides residency, par­
ticipation in educational programs and opportunities for individual leadership and 
social development. 
Minorities - according to this study, students that are fewer in number in com­
parison to white Americans, specifically the African, Asian, Hispanic, and Native-
American population. 
Support Services - non-academic established programs that are set up to assist 
students to adjust in their social, religious, health, and other extracurricular activi­
ties. 
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Organization of the Dissertation 
Chapter I consists of the introduction, purpose of the study, background in­
formation, research questions, limitations, and definitions. Chapter II includes the 
review of literature which is divided into five headings: Higher Education, Minor­
ity Students, African-American Students, Effect of Residence Hall Environment, and 
.Academic Performance. Chapter III contains the methodology of the actual case 
study of African-American students at Iowa State University. Also, included are the 
explanation of the research methods, population, and interviews conducted. The 
survey and reliability of the records and the validity for the uses is summarized in 
this chapter. Chapter IV contains the anaJysis of data from academic records, matrix 
of students' housing locations, and the interview responses. Chapter V includes the 
summary, conclusions, and recommendations from the case study. 
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This study was designed to provide additional information about the academic 
achievement success between on-campus and off-campus African-American students 
at Iowa State University. The review of literature will focus on : 1) The effect of 
residence halls on academic performance among students in higher education, 2) the 
relationship between minority students and their academic environmental fit, and 
3) specifically African-American minority students and information regarding the 
type of housing accommodation and academic success. Although there have been 
some educational housing reforms, every student does not receive the appropriate 
educational and housing services. Housing is admittedly tangential to the primary 
purposes of the university; nevertheless, it is a necessary component of the educational 
process. Students will find housing, but if the conditions which dictate where, how 
and at what cost they are housed continue to work against them, they will increasingly 
be disadvantaged as housing consumers (Franken, 1983). 
Higher Education 
Living conditions and academic achievement 
Research studies have been conducted to profile undergraduate students in col­
leges and universities. Many of these studies compared the on-campus and off-campus 
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living conditions of undergraduate students. Astin (1973) indicated that living in a 
dormitory when compared with living at home had positive effects on students' educa­
tional course outcomes. Also, the student's chances of completing college and raising 
the general level of student satisfaction with the undergraduate college experience 
w^as analyzed. The analysis indicated that dormitory living increased effectiveness 
in graduate rates and satisfaction with the college experience as contrasted to liv­
ing at home. Phillips (1976) reviewed a number of research studies in the area of 
housing, and he suggested that the assessment of the impact of environmental factors 
on student academic performance is difficult to ascertain. Another study, at York 
College in Pennsylvania, examined the effect of on-campus living upon scholastic 
achievement, dropout rate, and the number of students placed on academic proba­
tion. Forty on-campus residents from the 1975-76 freshman class were matched vith 
forty off-campus students with consideration given to age, sex, intelligence, and mar-
itcd status. Analysis of academic records revecded that the mean scholastic average 
of on-campus students was not higher than the average for those off-campus, and 
that attrition and probation rates were no different for campus residents. Based on 
these findings, it was recommended that York College's policy which required all 
freshmen to live oii-campus as an aid to scholastic achievement be abolished. It was 
suggested that those freshmen wishing to live off-campus be released, replacing them 
with upperclassmen wishing to live on^campus (Mussano, 1976). 
Blimling and Paulsen (1979) conducted a one-year pilot study to aid students 
in realizing their full academic potential and assist them in personal growth toward 
maturation. Student development intervention strategies were used to structure a 
developmental environment. The results showed that the program had a positive im­
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pact on academic performance and dimensions of personal growth for students living 
in the halls. Clodfelter (1984) further revealed two studies which surveyed college 
students (N=304 and 448) to examine the impact of living environment on academic 
performance. Contrary to previous research, students living off-campus reported 
higher grade point averages than on-campus students. However, college and univer­
sity students who lived in campus residence halls were found to have a significant 
educational advantage over those who commuted to campus, either from their par­
ents* homes or from apartments or other off-campus housing. Residence hall dwellers 
were better off financially, and educationally. Because of their greater involvement 
in various educational and developmental activities, they make significantly greater 
gains, particularly in non-academic personal development. 
Herndon (1984) examined the relative importance of college housing to retention 
of students (N=226) receiving financial cdd. Results indicated that persisters were 
more likely to have had good high school and aptitude test grades, reside in college 
residence halls, and receive college work study as a type of financial aid. 
Nowack and Hanson (1985) examined whether freshmen living in residence halls 
achieve higher grades than non-residence hall students. They compared mean grade 
point averages (CPA's) earned at the end of freshman year for 1,302 residence hall 
students and 740 non-residence hall students. Results indicated that freshmen in 
residence halls achieved higher CPA's than non-residence hall students. 
Grade point average based on classification also differed between freshmen living 
in residence halls and nonresidence hall students (Nowack et al., 1985). Also, analysis 
by gender showed that within the halls, males and females revealed no differences 
in academic achievement. One-quarter of all students living in the residence halls 
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experienced academic difficulty during their freshman year. In his work on college 
students, Pascarella (1985) indicated that the influence of on-campus living on in­
tellectual and social self-concept is indirect and mediated through interactions with 
faculty and peers. 
Type of housing and performance achievement 
Weislogel ( 1977) also examined the impact of various types of living accommoda­
tions on the academic performance of college freshmen at West Chester State College 
(Pennsylvania) using three types of housing: single-sex dormitories, co-educational 
dormitories, and commuter living accommodations. Weislogel used a random sam­
ple of students to obtain an individual achievement index by subtracting their fall 
1976 actual grades from their predicted grades of spring 1977. A one-way analysis 
of variance was performed on the achievement means of each of the three housing 
groups. No significant differences were found between the achievement index means of 
the groups. However, students living in single-sex dormitories achieved higher.grade 
point averages than predicted, while those in the co-ed dormitories and commuters 
had grade-point averages below those predicted. Consequently, a review of existing 
policy on housing freshmen was suggested. 
Undergraduate achievement in a university community was compared in three 
types of residence halls, fraternities, sororities and off-campus housing. Data were 
analyzed by controlling class standing and SAT total score. The study revealed that 
student achievement did not generally differ among the groups (Pugh and Chamber­
lain, 1976). However, residence hall arrangements (single-sex, coed, all-freshmen,or 
freshmen and upperclîiss men) did not positively or negatively affect academic per­
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formance (Ballou, 1985). 
Residence hall environment 
Keller (1978) studied freshmen who received less than a 2.0 grade-point average 
during their first semester at college and asked them to indicate through a written 
questionnêiire the extent to which 68 factors effected their poor academic perfor­
mance. Respondents were also encouraged to supply additional observations about 
their education experiences that seemed significant to them in terms of their scholas­
tic difficulties. The responses to the forced-choice items were factor-analyzed, and 
the report was organized according to a nine-category typology drawn from the anal­
ysis. These data were examined in terms of certain demographic characteristics of the 
survey participants. Freshmen placed the greatest responsibility for their low grades 
on their own lack of motivation, proper study habits, and attention to school work. 
Nonetheless, many students felt that institutional or environmental factors such as 
university and divisional requirements, faculty teaching and examination procedures, 
residence hall atmosphere, lack of background in English, and the quality of academic 
advising also contributed to their problems. 
Schrager (1986) also conducted a study designed to identify the relationship be­
tween living group social climate and freshman scholastic achievement. He examined 
36 fraternity groups and 18 male residence hall groups and noted that certain aspects 
of living groups' social environments were significantly correlated with the freshman 
members' level of achievement. Both emotionad support and innovation had signif­
icant negative correlations with the group's grade point average^ but not with the 
freshman's grade point average. Reid (1983) examined the effect of environment on 
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student performance in a introductory economics course and observed that college 
students living in what are judged to be adverse environments had lower levels of 
economic knowledge than students living in other residences. Also, students who had 
taken high school economics achieved significantly higher grades than those without 
the high school course. 
Kegan (1981) summarized some studies to ascertain the failure of traditional 
house systems or residence hall programming in its effort to bridge the gap between 
academic and living sub-cultures at Harvard and Hampshire College. The result, 
suggested that student personnel staff focus on facilitation of students' personal de­
velopment and interpersonal communication skills. 
The effect of residence halls on the academic performance of general students 
is related to the provisions of tutoring service, increzised values on academics, and 
counseling programs. Beasley ( 1982) also noted that tutoring service in residence halls 
is very effective for the academic performance of students. His study done at Saint 
Marys College (Indiana) confirmed from the interview with 565 respondents that 
when competition was stressed and residence environment pressed toward academic 
achievements, higher CPA's were observed. 
Visitation and structured study environment have an influence on the academic 
performance of students living in residence halls, but the later is more influential 
on the males than females. Moen (1986) surveyed 418 students living in the resi­
dence halls at Iowa State University and observed that students' number of room 
changes, choice of spring semester living, and fall grade point averages had no sig­
nificant relationship between the roommates' academic classification and freshmen's 
academic performance. Decoster (1979) studied three kinds of visitation options and 
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academic achievement of college students and observed that male students who expe­
rienced closed visitation living environments recorded a higher level of performance. 
Differences for women were not statistically significant. 
The effect of a structured study environment in residence halls on the grade per­
formance of undergraduate students at all levels of academic performance indicated 
that living on a study floor is likely to raise the GPA by at least 0.05 for the quarter 
grades at hand (Blimling et al, 1979). The authors indicated that this was also true 
for students regardless of whether it was the GPA obtained during the quarter or the 
accumulative grade point average. 
Minority Students and Environment 
It is generally accepted that an academic institution needs to provide affordable 
and conducive living environment for boarding students and that such environments 
are very important in the academic achievements of the resid-nts. Designing the 
environment of residence halls to promote academic integration supports other pur­
poses of which living-learning programs appear to have a greater positive impact on 
students than did conventional halls (Clarke, 1988). 
The perception of students, especially minority students, varies with the individ­
ual, but generally most students seek an environment that will encourage academic 
endeavors. Janosik (1988) studied the'relationship between student-environment fit 
and sense of competence and suggested that a higher sense of competence was asso­
ciated with perceptions that residence life should provide greater emotional support, 
greater involvement of students in governance, and less competition. 
Freshmen have inaccurate expectations of the future social climate of their living 
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group and there are differences between students with active and passive social ex­
ploration preferences (Perl, 1986). The author stated that the results did not confirm 
that men would report different expectations of their future environment as well as 
different perceptions of their current environment than would women. Also, entering 
students who had a relatively active exploration preference would predict the psy­
chosocial climate of their future residences more accurately than would students with 
a more passive style, was not confirmed. This hypothesis was tested by comparing 
the mean discrepancy scores of the active exploration group with those of the passive 
group, using a two-sample Hotelling's T^. 
Latta (1984) studied 9,595 dormitory residents to measure student perceptions 
and observed that most minority students characterized their residence hall as a 
supportiv». active, and educational environment. Also, he stated that students in 
the study at Michigan State University believed that the hall environment positively 
influenced their academic life. The resident assistant and general building conditions 
helped to develop their positive living-learning environment. 
African-American Students ' 
African-American undergraduate students have been faced with many problems 
which have effected their academic performance. These factors also effected the 
retention rate and general academic achievements especially for those attending pre­
dominantly white universities. The relationship of living environment and academic 
performance has been researched, and the findings are inconsistent. 
Some of the factors that influence genefal students also effect minority students, 
but in addition familiar racial settings and high school CPA were also a determining 
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factor in living environment satisfaction and academic performance (Davis, 1970). 
Trippi and Baker (1989) investigated the specific features of residence environment 
and the persistence and performance of Black students. They found race, high school 
grade point average, family income, roommate situations, and racial constituency 
of residences are related to college GPA. Trippi and Baker (1989) used the following 
variables to determine if residential life correlates to Black students grade performance 
and persistence at a predominantly white university campus. The variables for the 
study consisted of: (a) high school grade point average, (b) verbal scores on the SAT, 
(c) math scores on the SAT, (d) socioeconomic status based on parental income, 
(e) the proportion of Blacks enrolled in their high schools, and (f) the grade point 
average based on courses taken during the fall and spring semesters of the participants 
freshman year. Fidler (1980) reported similar findings, from a study at University of 
South Carolina, (USC) in comparison with national norms, that those USC freshmen 
who generally had lower high school achievements were more likely to be black; and 
were generally more likely to seek advanced degrees. Additionally, they are. more 
likely to live in a private home or apartment than in college dormitories. 
Brown (1985) conducted a study to determine the success and failure of the 
Minority Achievement Program and indicated four conditions that significantly af­
fected project outcomes as institutional commitment, program leadership, program 
conceptualization and faculty involvement. The report from the Minority Access to 
Research Careers (MARC) conducted at Hunter College, recommended that minority 
students should be offered a curriculum familiarizing them with the basic assump­
tions, principles, and research methodology of their major disciplines; to provide 
them the necessary skills to critically evaluate a body of literature in .a particular 
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research area; and help enable them to design, conduct, and statistically evaluate 
experiments that test specific hypotheses in a particular area. 
Willie and McCord ( 1972) reported from their study of four predominantly white 
•colleges and campuses in New York that some Black students still were willing to try 
racially integrated living centers despite their reports of many insults. Though not 
a universal experience, several Black students haive been greeted with unfriendliness 
at white colleges., This unpleasant experience could have an adverse effect on the 
students academic performance (Pace, 1970). 
Edwards (1970) observed that the smaller the Black student population the 
more tightly knit and cohesive are the Black communities on white campuses. There 
are situational and psychological dimension of students' adaptation at white colleges 
which makes it virtually impossible to develop a single solution that will be acceptable 
to all Black students on-campus. 
The research on the impact of living-learning residence halls on students seems 
to indicate that the living-learning concept would be an ideal housing arrangement 
for helping some Black students make the transition into a somewhat foreign environ­
ment. Living-learning halls are effective in reducing the cold, impersonal atmosphere 
that characterizes the traditional residence halls at many large universities (Centra, 
1968 ). The student personnel worker must also be cognizant that no single housing 
arrangement will be suitable or adequate to meet the needs of all Black students. Just 
as a variety of housing arrangements have developed in recent years to provide for the 
different lifestyles and desires of the traditional students, these same considerations 
must be given to the various minority groups on-campus. 
Although group experiences purport to make one more trusting for off-
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campus students, the bad experiences that many Black students have had 
with some whites in their communities, i.e. landlord, merchants, and law 
enforcement officers, could impede progress in this area. Because of this 
general lack of trust, many black students believe that they may turn 
only to Black students for advice and counsel. On a psychological level, 
it is a well-documented fact that every individual needs social support 
and validation of his self concept in order to function effectively ( Willie 
and McCord, 1972, pp. 2.3-24). 
The Cross Model described the various types of racial attitudes and their devel­
opmental rates. Helms and Par ham (1990) suggested that the stages of development 
in the Cross Model could influence the information-processing strategies used by 
Black people in their racial identity attitudes. Cross (1976) mentioned that when 
different attitudes are predominant, people may attend to different aspects of their 
environments. Also, once Blacks have absorbed enough information and received 
enough support, they may be in a better position to interact with people from other 
reference groups (Cross, 1976). Thus, Black people's cognitive styles may vary from 
sociometric to emotional to analytic, with the exact nature of a person's style de­
pending upon her or his levels of racied identity attitudes. 
Black students, report higher levels of feelings of alienation and isolation at pre­
dominantly white institutions (Suen, 1983). Different subcultures at colleges and 
universities offer different experiences. The sample consisted of students from a pre­
dominantly white, four year public university in the rural Midwest. Suen noted that 
"a program aiming at the reduction of alienation among Black students should focus 
on the reduction of feelings of social estrangement through such services as peer coun­
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seling and group activities" (Suen, 1983, p. 121). In addition, miscommunication and 
lack of trust are perceived as sources of racism at predominantly white institutions 
and in predominantly'white residence halls (Stewart, 1977). 
Effect of Residence Hall Environment 
The effect that residence halls place on students performance depends on the 
types of the halls, its level of advisory services, and regulations that are geared toward 
providing a perfect atmosphere for study. Research conducted by S toner (1981) 
at the University of Tennessee to determine the attitudes and level of satisfaction 
of students indicated that the three largest areas of dissatisfaction were visitation 
policy, the alcohol policy and noise level. Femelles were significantly more satisfied 
with their roommates, maintenance services, study facilities, and hall government 
than were males. However, females were less satisfied with the noise level in their 
residence halls than were males. Freshmen were less satisfied with visitation policy 
than sophomores, juniors, seniors, or graduate students. Fraas and Paugh (1989) also 
observed from an investigation from freshmen at Ashland University that differences 
between freshmen and upper level students could be a function, partially of institution 
policy, rather than classification. 
Allen (1985) conducted a survey to assess student attitudes about the univer­
sity's housing policy, facilities and staff at North Carolina State University and rec­
ommended that there should be a proportional distribution of freshmen across all 
living areas; provision of living/learning environments that promote student develop­
ment. The integration of evaluation results into the training of residence staff, and 
enforcement of living area quiet hours were recommended also. 
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Bourassaa (1984) used the ecosystem approach to make an environmental as­
sessment of college residence halls, and reported that students approved of available 
services and felt that they had an opportunity to participate in student government, 
but indicated that study conditions in the dormitories needed improvement. Franken 
(1983) also reported that students perceived resident halls as a pleasant experience 
but agreed that appropriate levels of quietness were not maintained. 
Galiki and McEwen (1989) studied the relationship of residence to retention 
of Black and White undergraduates at predominantly white university and observed 
that race, sex, place of residence, and aptitude were related significantly to persistence 
through four years at these universities. The study examined longitudinal data of 
Black and white students at the University of Maryland from fall 1981 through the fall 
1982. The results demonstrated that the resident students persisted at a significantly 
higher rate (p < .0001) than the commuter students. Also, students with higher 
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores persisted at a significantly higher rate (p < .001) 
than the students with lower SAT scores. 
Schroeder (1987) eilso used campus ecology theory to describe practical strate­
gies for overcoming or reducing environmental conditions that interfere with student 
satisfaction and development and asserted that residential environments can be de­
signed and managed to enhance and foster student development. The creation of 
a subsystem raised the issue of whether or not homogeneous groupings stifle indi­
viduality among students. The results indicated that behavioral development of the 
students' growth was enhanced in this type of setting. 
Student personnel staff should focus on facilitation of students' personal devel­
opment and interpersonal communication skills (Kegan, 1981). The introduction of 
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suite-type residence which students indicated to be supportive, involving and provid­
ing opportunities to meet and interact with each other are other suggested methods 
of improving residence halls environments (Null, 1981). 
Effect of Residence Halls on Academic Performance 
The effect of residence halls environment on academic performance varies with 
type of students (eg. minority vs. general student population). Some factors that had 
been observed to be effected greatly are distractability, concentration, self-concept, 
difficulty identifying important material and feeling of time pressure. Piper (1986), 
observed a complex interaction between the developmental levels of students, the 
residence hall environment variables and other non academic variables. The number 
of students who enter college and live in residence halls depends on other factors such 
as parent income, demographic, familiarity with local people, and marital status. 
Summary 
The effect of on-campus compared to off-campus housing on the academic per­
formance of African-American students require some investigation. Generally, the 
effect of residence hall on the academic performance of students are multi-factoral 
and differ with groups, year, classifications, family income, and other social needs. 
Some studies indicated that students living in on-campus housing performed bet­
ter than those students living off-campus, while other studies observed no significant 
differences between both groups. The availability of other non-academic activities 
found in on-campus housing provides support for the former argument, but there are 
observations that students living off-campus are independent, and more mature in 
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handling their own problems. 
However, the situations vary from one campus to another and are dependent on 
the environment in which the university is located. The need for integration of devel­
opmental programs that cater toward helping the students to achieve their academic 
goals is very important for a good residence experience. Additional research is needed 
concerning the effect of residence life on the academic performance of minority stu­
dents at predominantly white universities, so that programs can be developed to help 
them to integrate more smoothly. This will help higher education administrators to 
formulate activities that will assist students to meet their academic potential. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
Research Methods 
The following procedures were used in collecting the data for this study: 
Review of Literature. Published journals and materials relating to this study 
were utilized. 
Sample. The sample for this study consisted of ninety-nine undergraduate 
African-American students living on-campus and off-campus who attended Iowa State 
University in Ames, Iowa, at least four years and graduated between the period of 
fall 1989 to the summer 1990 session. 
Only students who completed all academic course requirements towards a bach­
elor's degree were included in this case study. Therefore, it was determined that 
the saniple of students could provide indepth perspectives since they were successful 
graduates of the institution. Also, students could provide information based on their 
diverse perspectives with a minimum of four years of experience as an undergraduate. 
Interview. Students who lived in one of the four housing categories : (1) on-
campus, (2) off-campus, (3) on-campus students that moved to off-campus, and (4) 
off-campus students that moved to on-campus, were selected to respond to the inter­
view questionnaire. For purposes of the case study, a total of fifteen students out of 
the ninety nine were randomly sampled within the four groups to participate in the 
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interview phase of the study. These students from each of the four categories were 
asked to provide responses about their living experiences in their respective housing 
accommodations. 
The interview was conducted individually by telephone, tape recorded, and later 
transcribed on the questionneiire. Specific questions are found in Appendix A. All the 
responses were coded and placed under the four housing categories. Then within each 
housing category, data from the fifteen interviewed students were coded and reported 
in the following sections: type of accommodation and academic performance, family 
background, financial status, social participation, and support services. Additional 
questions were asked to help clarify information. 
Data Analysis. The academic records from the students' files and interviews 
were analyzed. The SAS statistical package was used to analyze the academic data. 
The statistical analysis procedures in the SAS System range from simple descriptive 
statistics to complex multivariate techniques. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the 
General Linear Model was used to compare the differences between means of ACT, 
SAT Verbal and Math scores and grade point averages of the students in the vari­
ous categories. The General Linear Model handles classification variables as well as 
continuous variables, which measure quantities. "Correlation measures the closeness 
of a linear relationship between two variables" (SAS Users Guide: Statistics, 1985). 
Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationships between the academic 
performance of students living on-campus to those living off-campus. 
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Methodology Rationale for the Study 
Qualitative methods that are often used, include case studies or ethnographic 
studies. Interviews and participant observations are techniques used within case 
studies utilizing qualitative research. Qualitative research is increasing and is being 
adapted more by researchers to gain the additional knowledge and understanding 
of educational functions such as learning, teaching, and administration (Merriam, 
1988). 
In order to fully assess the characteristics of African-American on-campus stu­
dents enrolled in university programs, it was necessary to identify the attitudinal 
characteristics that effect them. It was determined that qualitative data collection 
methods may provide the most appropriate data for the study items. The qualitative 
case study is a particularly suitable methodology for dealing with critical problems of 
practice and extending the knowledge base of various aspects of education (Merriam, 
1988). The céise study approach examines events and measureinents. According to 
consideration of behavior interactions on and off, there is a greater possibility of 
facilitating on and off, the autonomy and sense of responsibility of the practitioner. 
Such measurements ac family background, housing arrangement, social climate, 
peer mentoring and support services can not be quantified, but rather qualitatively 
analyzed. A characteristic of qualitative research involves humans primarily as the 
data instruments and deals with purpose rather than random sampling. The assump­
tions of qualitative research are contrasted in two forms, the positivistic or naturalistic 
model which investigates the nature of reality, the relationship of the researcher to 
the subject, and the difference of the role of value of the research differ. Some appli­
cations of qualitative research include theory development, hypothesis generalization. 
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and development of a new phenomena (Weller and Romney, 1988).-
In this study, academic records of ninety nine students were analyzed utilizing 
quantitative data. Fifteen students out of the ninety nine were selected for the qual­
itative portion of the study. The focus of the study was on the factors affecting 
academic success as an African-American undergraduate student at Iowa State Uni­
versity while living on-campiis or off-campus. Therefore, this study concentrated on 
the experiences of African-American students who had successfully graduated from 
the institution. 
One objection to case studies is that the case might not be typical. However, the 
atypical cases can provide variables that would normally be overlooked. The meaning 
of typical is relative to the social processes to be correlated with the demographic 
characteristics. 
When analyzing a case study, there is an obligation to declare issues and criteria, 
and the operational definitions in advance. The analyses helped to focus the validity 
by giving an elaborate account of how the researcher carried out the study. , Also, 
selection of appropriate descriptors and the writing of valid interpretations bring the 
full circle to the use to which the study is carried out. 
In accordance with the strategy of preseriting descriptive statistics as a technique 
in the process of conducting this research, there is an integral relationship of theory 
and research methods explored. Descriptive techniques are the basic analytical tools 
for meaning from bodies of data. Tables and figures are used to illustrate the data 
taken from the research. For example. Table 1 provides the cognitive scores of all 
females and males in the different housing categories. This table demonstrates group 
comparison between status and gender among the participants' cognitive scores and 
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grade point averages. The females in status 1 (students that lived on-campus) had 
the highest averaged SATM score (-550.00) and also obtained the highest GPA (2.47). 
The scores indicated that the males in status 2 (students that lived off-campus) had 
the highest averaged SATV (466.67) and SATM (540.83). A grade point average 
score of 2.44 was the highest among this male group as well. 
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Table 1. Test scores of all females and males living in the four different housing 
categories 
ACTe SATVf SATMg GPAh 
STATUS GENDER 
13.40 440.00 550.00 2.47 1 
N=12 a 
F (N=7) 
M (N=.5) 17,80 .355.00 440.00 2.33 
2 
N=58 b 
F (N=27) 17.00 376.67 430.00 2.37 
M (N=31) 15.88 466.67 540.83 2.44 
3 
N=20 c 
F (N=13) 18.67 371.67 433.33 2.33 
M (N=7) 12.33 420.00 410.00 2.25 
4 
N=9 d 
F (N=4) 12.50 2.37 
M (N=5) 16.75 330.00 j 280.00 | 2.36 
Legend^ 
Status la : Students living on-campus permanently. 
Status 2y : Students living off-campus permanently. 
Status 3c : Students that moved to off-campus from on-campus housing. 
Status : Students that moved on-campus from off-campus housing. 
ACTe • = American College Testing 
SAT-Vf = Scholastic .aptitude Test - Verbal 
SAT-Mg = Scholastic Aptitude Test - Mathematics 
GPA^ = Grade Point Average 
^The meaning of these terms are shown in the Definitions and Abbreviations 
section on page 7. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
Effects and Relationships of Types of Accommodation and Standard 
Entrance Tests on Student Academic Performance (GPA) from 
Quantitative Results 
Descriptive data were collected on the ninety-nine students. Twelve students in­
dicated that they were in status 1 (on-campus), 58 students in status 2 (off-campus), 
20 students in status 3 (on-campus and moved to off-campus) and 9 students in 
status 4 (off-campus moved to on-campus). Means of the variables, American Col­
lege Testing (ACT), Scholastic Aptitude Test - Verbal and Mathematics (SATV and 
SATM), on campus or off-campus residency (status 1,2,3, and 4) were compared to 
determine their effects on student academic performance (GPA). Results (Table 2) 
indicate that there were no significant differences between student academic per­
formance when compared by the type of accommodation (on-campus or off-campus 
residency). Figures 1-4 described the averages from the American College Testing 
(ACT), verbal and mathematical sections of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), and 
grade point average earned by the African-American students in selected housing sit­
uations. 
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Table 2. Means Comparisons of SAT-Verbal, SAT-Mathematics and ACT en­
try level score and final grade point average of students living on and 
off-campus 
Variables Off-Campus 
A 
On-Campus 
B 
Difference 
A-B 
SAT-V 407.62 363.75 43.87 
SAT-M 466.00 387.50 78.50 
ACT 16.45 15.45 1.00 
CPA 2.35 2.38 -0.03 
The means of their their CPAs were not significantly different (p > .05). The 
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores both Verbal (V) and Mathematics (M) were higher for 
students that chose to live off-campus than those on-campus (V=407.62 versus 363.75; 
M=466.00 versus 387.50) respectively. The same results were observed for American 
College Testing scores (16.45 versus 15.45) for off-campus students compared to 
on-campus students. 
Although, the overall SAT-V, SAT-M, ACT scores were higher for off-campus 
residents, on-campus students were able to compete successfully. There were no sig­
nificant effect on the academic performance of students in both living accomodations 
(CPA: 2.35 versus 2.38). 
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Figure 1. The American College Test averages earned by the students in each 
housing category 
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Figure 2. The average test scores from the Verbal section of the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test taken by the students in each housing category 
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Figure 4. The average of the Grade Point Averages obtained by the students in 
each housing category 
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Relationships of standard test on academic performance 
Pearson's correlation analysis was done to determine whether a relationship ex­
isted between the standard entrance test and the academic performance of students 
living on and off-campus. The results indicated that entrance test scores were very 
influential in the academic performance of students both in on-campus and off cam­
pus residence. Correlation coefficients (Table 4.2) for S AT-Verbal scores was highly 
related (r^=0.73) to grade point average, while SAT-Mathematics and ACT scores 
were equally influential ( r^= 0.59 and 0.52) respectively. 
Table 3. Correlation Coefficients of ACT, SAT-Verbal, SAT-Mathematics and 
CPA of students living on and off-campus 
On-Campus CPA Off-Campus GPA P>R 
ACT 0.52 0..50 0.0001 
SAT-V 0.73 0.69 0.0001 
SAT-M 0.59 0.60 0.0006 
The backgrounds of students are essential to their future academic performances. 
Students from schools that pressed for academic excellence and competition among 
each other are conditioned to work well, even in a different environment. Beasley 
(1982) observed at Saint Marys College, where academic excellence and student com­
petition were stressed that higher CPA's were obtained. 
The results of this study show that the most influential variable on student 
academic performance was previous academic performance. This could be due to 
previous academic preparation, although no data were collected to support this po­
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sition. 
In summary, the data show that there were no significant differences between 
off-campus and on-campus academic performance using grade point average (GPA) 
as a measure (Table 2). Previous academic performance (SAT and ACT scores) 
were observed to be highly correlated with the African-American students' grade 
point average. The relationships were the same for . both offrcampus and on-campus 
African-American students (Table 3). 
Financial Status 
There were 53 African-American students who received federal financial aid, and 
only 10 received an academic scholarship. The need for financial aid among African-
American students was supported by Herndon (1984) who indicated that graduation 
is highly applicable to situations with some type of financial assistance. 
Table 4. The effect of financial assistance on academic achievement by choice of 
accommodation 
On-Campus Off-Campus 
Status GPA No. Status GPA No. 
1 2.34 N=10 2 2.52 II 
4 1 2.26 N=5 3 2.36 N=12 
Averages 2.30 N=15 2.44 II 
The academic performance (GPA) of students who received financial and were in 
off-campus accommodations had higher CPAs than those who recieved financial assis­
tance and lived on campus (2.44 versus 2.30), but the differences were not significant. 
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The number of students with financial assistance that chose to live off-campus was 
significantly higher. The results indicated that the availability of financial assistance 
is influential in the type of accommodation selected by the students. 
Qualitative Results from Interviewed Respondents 
Analysis of the quantitative data in the previous sections indicated no signifi­
cant differences in GPA of the types of accommodation for those receiving financial 
assistance. However, there are other factors measured through qualitative methods 
that may have some effect on the academic performance of the students. 
Lengthy interviews were conducted with African-American students who had 
lived on-campus and likewise those who had lived on and off-campus for sometime 
and those who lived off-campus throughout their study as undergraduate students. 
The responses from the questions (Appendix A) which formed the foundation for this 
case study were grouped and profiled under four major headings. They were family 
background, housing arrangements, social climate, and peer mentoring and support 
services. Following is a discussion of the responses from each of these four areas. 
Family Background . 
The family backgrounds of those respondents interviewed were diverse, but the 
majority of the students were from the urban areas. Twelve of the fifteen African-
American students were from parents in families whose highest education was a high 
school diploma. These students were classified as first generation, college students. 
However, the effect of this on the persistence of the student to complete a college 
degree may depend on the parents' support and willingnesss to provide moral and 
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financial assistance to their child. First generation college students are considered to 
be more at risk to complete their degrees than other students. 
Educational background of the respondents" parents had an impact on the aca­
demic performance of students living either on-campus or ofF-campus. Two of the 
fifteen respondents had parents who completed or had some college work. The grade 
point averages for these students were 2.4 and 2.7. From the interviews, students 
with strong parent educational backgrounds reported much higher success rates. 
Some of the comments from the respondents were as follows: 
A female student said that her family background had very little effect on her 
academic decisions. She felt that her parents did not know much about her academic 
expectations and the skills needed to excel as a student at this university. 
Another respondent indicated that parental involvement in planning and rein­
forcing their educational program was essential and established a two-way dialogue 
between home and school. She said that her parents' support helped to reduce stress 
and fear aroused during her college attendance. 
The students also identified several benefits that accrued to their parents through 
their involvement with them. They were: 
1. Participation in the shaping of the educational program for the student, 
2. Knowledge of current educational needs and goals, and 
3. An optimistic view of their child's future. 
An off-campus student said that his capacity for learning was a result of the 
beliefs, values, and motivations developed in the home. He indicated that his expe­
rience was a good one, because of his high determination to be a successful student 
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and supprot in his home environment. 
Housing Arrangements 
The development of an intensive orientation program that is geared to under­
standing the students perception of the residence halls living wcis considered an im­
portant factor by the respondents. African-American students on-campus reported 
that their perception of dormitory life was different than what they expected. Room­
mate problems and the lack of understanding of Black students' concerns such as 
noninterest in residence hall activities, were considered to be the major problems. 
This lead to depression and reluctance to concentrate on their academic work. These 
students believed that an orientation program specifically for African-American stu­
dents would help. They cdso recommended that the number of African- American 
hall staff be increased. In addition they recommended that staff members should be 
better trained to understand African-American student problems. 
Five of the nine .African-American students who lived off campus were in apart­
ments of which four lived with some friends while one lived alone. Most off-campus 
students agreed that there were fewer noise problems and mote privacy in the apart­
ments as compared to the on-campus residence halls. 
Specific comments made by the students which enriched the data are as follows: 
One respondent said, the off-campus life for Black Americans was better than the 
on-campus life. At the same time, he stated that he was concerned about personal 
safety and could not rely on the police for protection if there was any crime. 
Another respondent indicated that her participation in on-campus housing ac­
tivities were strictly voluntary. Many of the house rules were oriented toward white 
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students. Therefore, she felt that the system was unjust and took a stance of passive 
resistance or apathy. She believed that her surroundings had a negative impact on 
her feelings toward her association with others. 
Social Climate 
The lack of communication between students was considered the most pressing 
social issue among the African-American student respondents. Both on-campus and 
off-campus students .expressed feelings of isolation and a need for more minority 
student programs. Some noted that social gatherings in the residence halls should 
combine black music with white music during dances, so that residents can socialize 
with each other to attain a better understanding. 
Both on-campus and off-campus students consider the lack of information on 
housing contracts, college finances and judicial processes as issues effecting African-
American students' satisfaction with living accommodation, especially those from 
other states. On-campus students specifically expressed concern about the absence 
of employment opportunities that will assist them financially, and at the same time 
provide experiences for them to understand housing operations. Off-campus students 
noted that campus interim housing did not always meet their needs because of the 
various housing rules and restrictions. Their experience as an off-campus student 
brought negative unexpected situations such as not being able to pay personal bills. 
Both groups recommended that the Department of Residence initiate and coor­
dinate with minority students,, the dispensing of information that involves student 
staff positions, disciplinary processes, and other social issues. Some of the specific 
comments were as follows: 
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One respondent stated that she had to cope with many social and financial con­
ditions as a student. However, she did not expect racism and racial discrimination to 
be a problem for her as well. She believed that the pressures of the white environment 
were regarded as the main influences contributing to her serious discipline/judicial 
involvement. She felt that the social structure for on-campus living did not address 
the minority and ethnic cultures. 
Another student indicated that her ideas for on-campus activities were either 
criticized, modified or totally changed. Other student leaders failed to explain why 
her suggestions became secondary among other students' suggestions. Because of 
this, her participation declined drastically after she realized the futile nature of her 
efforts to be involved. 
One male respondent said that information concerning housing could be dis­
pensed better. He did not see any strong efforts on the part of housing staff to 
change his perceptions. He believed that more minority students should be included 
in decision making on student policies by attending and participating in iresidence 
hall student government. 
A student that lived off-campus but had lived on-campus during her freshman 
year indicated that the size of social organizations frequently had an effect upon the 
atmosphere of the organization. She strongly supported activities developed by small 
groups, since their smallness facilitated intimate relations among students. 
Another off-campus student stated that the smallness of sociéJ groups • created 
barriers to the expression of his opinions. He indicated that it was difficult to sustain 
dissent in the group without jeopardizing the stability of social relations with his 
friends. 
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In this regard, some students may have felt that conformity might be more 
easily secured, dissent more readily purged. Largeness of the group size usually 
permits greater diversification of social relations and activities. It is often true that 
•the academically successful rank among the more socially active students. Whether 
the student lived on or off-campus, participation in social activities provided a strong 
base for student social cohesion. 
Peer Mentoring and Support Services 
Respondents from the four housing categories of the students interviewed iden­
tified the provision of a mentor as one of the most important support services needed 
for the minority students. Thirteen students stated that they participated in most 
programs designed by the Office of Minority Student Affairs and believed that they 
were essential for their success. 
However, three of the students who moved off-campus indicated that support 
programs on-campus were not always geared toward their needs. Both on-campus and 
off-campus African-American students agreed that there should be more interaction 
between African- Americans who live in different areas. 
The students stated that there was a lack of role rnodels to give them advice 
on future aspirations. After graduation, the African-American students faced unex­
pected situations. If someone had discussed future goals with them while they were 
in school, maybe they could have been better prepared to handle their problems. 
Peer mentoring is an excellent opportunity for a new person to be matched 
with an upperclassman to explain predictable problems that may occur for the new 
student. The upperclassman usually knows the campus traditions and procedures. 
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Incoming minority students matched with peers can learn more about the total op­
eration of the university life. Also, they can start to build lasting relationships with 
peers immediately. This support mechanism can satisfy cert^n social and personal 
needs among minority individuals that share the similar values. 
Some of the specific comments made about support services were as follows: 
One respondent said that he wished that an upperclassman could have explained 
the residence halls rules and regulations to him. He did not feel that he had an 
opportunity to be involved in activities as a newcomer which lead to his isolation in. 
the residence halls. 
Another respondent explained that she did not take an active role in seeking out 
others for support. She wanted to prove to others that she was able to take care of 
herself. However, she interacted with students from her same background, because 
she was content with the sub-culture. 
Some of the available campus support services that have been beneficial to stu­
dents include: 
• Promoting on-going growth and developmental programs which emphasize the 
obligations of the university toward minorities; 
• Continuously evaluating the effectiveness of support programs for the minorities 
attending this university to alleviate any weaknesses. 
A student noted that support services such as the Minority Student Affairs office 
assisted him in counseling and career choices. He also received additional advice in 
this area by attending residence halls' programming events. 
The results from the interviews indicated that co-ed, single, and honors housing 
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do not have a significant effect on the academic performance of the African-American 
students at Iowa State University. Educational background as indicated by the stu­
dent Scholastic Aptitude and American College Testing scores was highly correlated 
to their academic performance. Additionally, there are other factors such as social 
and financial aid that are not related to type of accommodation that strongly influ­
enced students' attitudes and academic performance. These are essential in providing 
a diverse institutional environment that is conducive for a better life as residence hall 
student. Students wanted more academic and moral support services, ones especially 
diversified to cater to the need of African-American and other minority students. 
At present, there is still the need for more research to determine some of the 
causes of the high drop out rate among African-American students. It is anticipated 
that the information would be useful in helping to develop effective minority student 
service programs, thus improving both the persistency and academic performance of 
the students, especially in predominantly white institutions. 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS and 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Type of living accommodation is considered to play a major role on the academic 
achievements of African-American students. The extent of this effect varies from type 
of university (predominantly white, all black, or mixed black/white institutions) and 
the type of student services available to make the environment conducive for a quality 
educational experience. 
From the investigators observation, the social environments of the predominantly 
white institutions have highly differential effects on the personal lives of its on-campus 
African-American residents. Many efforts have been made by housing administrators 
to address the satisfaction of living accommodations for minority students. It is 
both simplistic and inaccurate to categorize all Black student issues into a monolithic 
generalization. As with every human being, each person in any living accommodation 
acquires his/her own world through his/her personal experiences, while sharing a 
social context with others. As the African-American student develops in college, 
his/her experiences are largely mediated through those who interact with the student. 
Of course, the African-American student éJso experiences the social conditions of the 
immediate living surroundings and school directly and the culture of the larger society 
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through his/her personal involvement. 
What is crucial in making the connection between the African-Americans resi­
dence environment and his/her academic development is that all the members of the 
living and learning network have touched the African-American student's life signif­
icantly. This predominantly white environment not only has a direct influence on 
the African-American as he/she matriculates, but it also effects their daily patterns 
of life and personalities. Individual responses to these housing conditions leave their 
mark, whether good or bad, on the living and learning development of the African-
American student's college experience. From the data it is apparent that some will 
have considerable difficulty in their growth whereas others will enjoy a less traumatic 
course of development. 
The social context in which the Black residents of an isolated and alienated 
condition live out their lives puts an enormous degree of social pressure on both 
the individual and the community, creating tensions that can be the seedbed for a 
variety of responses indicating personal stress. Besides the noted financial constraints, 
institutional racism imposes an added burden on the college adaptation of African-
Americans by making direct zissaults on the sense of self and a self-respect of African-
Americans. 
By analyzing the living and learning conditions and the low incidence of student 
participation among African-Americans, the investigator visualized the segregated 
living conditions under which many of these students exist. The relationships among 
these elements are complex ones and highly individualized for each African-American 
student. Consequently the interactions, of the socioculturel environment of the on-
campus living accommodation will vary greatly in their influences on his/her student 
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development and leadership involvement. 
The stresses on some African-American individuals living in an isolated and/or 
alienated social system are many and do take their toll in various ways. Considering 
the extent of the presures on them, however, in the judgement of the investigator, 
African-Americans have remarkably good college experiences at Iowa State Univer­
sity. The means of coping with their sense of discouragement, failure, and frustration, 
particularly as experienced by low incidence of student participation in housing ac­
tivities, African-Americans have found varying degrees of success. Their separatist 
involvement may be their way of establishing a sense of self-respect and efficacy. 
Also, this coping mechanism by African- American students may have produced ways 
of feeling less victimized by the larger campus society and a method for them to feel 
good about themselves. 
During the past few years, students' attitudes toward their housing options have 
changed dramatically, such as experiencing off-campus life or noise level. The many 
factors involved and their effect on student academic performance had made research 
in this area a major concern for housing administrators. 
The results of this study indicate that there is no significant difference be­
tween the academic performance of African- American, students residing on-campus 
and those that lived off-campus when using grade point average as a measurement. 
However, a relationship was demonstrated between the students' Scholastic Aptitude 
and American College Testing scores and their academic performance (GPA). Also, 
this study indicates the factors such as academic and moral support programs could 
be improved and increased to meet the needs of African-American students in both 
types of living accommodations. 
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Many researchers have indicated similar results that academic achievement is 
influenced by students' attitudes towards their residence halls living and learning 
experiences. Pugh and Chamberlain (1976) had studied the relationship between un­
dergraduate achievement and participation in the university community by analyzing 
the students' class standing and SAT score in three types of student housing. Their 
study results indicated that academic achievement did not differ between students 
who lived in the residence halls, Greek housing, and off-campus housing. However, 
Nowack and Hanson (1985) studied the effect of housing locations for freshmen stu­
dents. They compared the grade point averages of on-campus and off-campus stu­
dents and found that freshmen residing in the residence halls achieved higher grade 
point averages than off-campus students. 
The academic performance of African-American students who.received financial 
aid wéis higher for students living off-campus than those living on-campus. However, 
the difference were not significant (2:44 versus 2.30). 
This research involved previous works of experts in the field and their perceptions 
on this issue. Minority students of the 1990s will have to adapt to the diverse and 
dynamic strategies bf student services in the residence halls, if they are to receive 
maximum services to benefit their needs. Most multi-racial institutions of higher 
learning have developed programs that are geared toward assisting the minority un­
dergraduate student to adapt to the overall social and academic strategies of the 
university (Cross, 1976). To the contrary, there also exist other institutions that 
admit minority undergraduate students without setting up adequate services to deal 
with their needs. As a result, the minority undergraduate student is automatically 
faced with social, developmental, and psychological problems of which he or she is 
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not prepared to deal with alone. The needs for adequate student services (eg. Iowa 
State University initiated the minority student support groups in the residence halls) 
are very essential in attracting more minority students and minimizing some of their 
social and academic problems that are frequently observed in multi-racial institutions 
of higher learning. 
At present there is limited information available on African-American students' 
attitudes toward housing locations and its effect on their academic achievements. As 
the African-American student population increases, student personnel staff should 
develop research methods to obtain information from African-American students in 
the residence halls. Most universities have developed programs and opportunities 
for African-American students in residence halls, but how these programs influence 
persistence and academic achievement needs to be assessed. Once the above question 
is answered college student personnel administrators can work more successfully with 
these students. 
Congruence between African-American students' perceptions and their expec­
tations of residence halls from the institution has been identified as being related 
to student academic achievement. The data from this study provided actual minor­
ity students' feelings about their housing accommodations as undergraduates at Iowa 
State University. The responses from the interviews indicated that there exist factors 
such as family background and peer mentoring and support programs that influenced 
the academic performance of African-American students that are not directly related 
to types of housing accommodations. 
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Recommendations from the fifteen interviews 
The major area for improvements suggested from the investigator were the devel­
opment of academic and role model support programs that are diversified to meet the 
needs of African-American students and other minority groups. The establishment 
of a mentor program was recommended by all of the respondents. Other programs 
suggested for consideration were negotiating roommate conflict problems, reducing 
noise in residence halls, and training of housing staffs that are capable to deal with 
issues that are specific to African-American students. 
The academic performance of African-American students is affected not only by 
their background but also by their campus involvement and experiences. Interfering 
problems are external responsibilities that college administrators should try to ad­
dress as frequently as possible. Some examples of intrusive problems are financial 
difficulties, academic difficulties, and emotional problems in the residence halls. 
Factors affecting African-American student satisfaction may consist of student 
housing conditions, student organizations, employment, and study locations. Hous­
ing administrator should conduct college student attitude studies to adjust programs, 
circumstances and conditions surrounding the African-American students' environ­
ment. This activity may create new ideas that could help the African-American 
students toward their academic performance. 
Needs of African-American students should merit more attention in the plan­
ning of the undergraduate housing opportunities with student activities. Results 
from the previous studies indicated that knowledge of how the services are being per­
ceived could give the housing administrator an excellent understanding of the needs 
of Afncan-American students. 
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College administrators need to pursue solutions to several problems to attract 
and accommodate the African-American students including location in the hall and 
activities in the residence halls. Many African-American students feel that they are 
isolated students in the residence halls, trying to accommodate himself or herself 
to the white-oriented environment. As African-American undergraduate students 
increase in number, it is important that student personnel and academic support staffs 
continue to assess needs and develop services for the African-.\merican undergraduate 
student. 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this case study was to determine if on-campus versus off-campus 
housing location affected academic achievement among African-American students. 
The major objective was to survey and provide information on the different types of 
accommodations, African-American students' concerns, and how these affected their 
academic achievements. The results of this study indicated that there is no significant 
difference between the academic performance of African-American students residing 
on-campus and those who lived off-campus using grade point average as a measure. 
However, there is definitely a relationship between the students' Scholastic Aptitude 
and American College Testing scores and their academic performance (GPA). 
The interviews indicated that the minority student services in the residence halls 
need to be improved for the students. Major areas of improvement needed based on 
the interviews were the development of academic, peer and personal support pro­
grams that are diversified to meet the needs of African- American students and other 
minority groups. All the respondents recommended the establishment of a mentor 
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program. Additional issues concerning African-American students were roommate 
problems, noise, and training of housing staffs that are capable to deal with cul­
tural sensitivity towards African-Americans. African-American students were also 
• mentioned for consideration in this training process. 
African-Americans have reported that there are institutional barriers for receiv­
ing a degree, some examples are financial aid restrictions, inconvenient locations and 
schedules, and lack of appropriate services. If African-American students viewed pro­
grams and services such as academic advising and support groups as being designed 
especially for them, their participation may increase. . 
It is therefore suggested that emphasis should be placed on the orientation of 
African-Americans about the residence halls, programs, and general living conditions 
at predominantly white institutions. This activity could promote housing information 
and encourage African-American students' support in the residence halls. African-
American student issues, study groups, and educational programs may be addressed 
and established. This could help the African-American students to make a better 
transition from their current lifestyle and background to the college housing environ­
ment of their choice. 
Before deciding the housing preference, it is suggested that the housing staff 
find out more information from the African-American students and their personal 
perception about the prospective residence hall. Students should be given the oppor­
tunity to give detailed information of what they perceive as the relationship between 
student housing life and academic achievement. 
Help may be needed for African-American college students who may demonstrate 
incorrect attitudes about academics. Some personal suggestions of how to help are: 
(1) Show students how to establish priorities that they will encounter in the residence 
halls: (2) State the need to be internally motivated to achieve and participate; (3) 
Try to demonstrate higher levels of learning in their social life. 
It is very important to understand how African-American students perceive the 
living learning process at Iowa State University, because congruence between stu­
dents' perceptions and expectations have been found to be related to future student 
satisfaction. Perceptions of housing experiences have been used more often to assess 
student academic achievement. 
Recommendations For Further Study 
Recommendations for further research for African-American undergraduates in­
clude; 
1. Recognizing the need for research on the integration and community develop­
ment of African-American students in the residence halls. Integrated commu-
. nity development can serve to meet students' needs through the understanding 
of each other's views and aspirations. It is important to look more broadly at 
the purposes of community development. According to the results of this study 
African-American students living on-campus do not feel that they are a part of 
the community in the residence halls. The degree of community achievement 
should positively affect the quality of the students' living-learning experience. 
2. Conducting additional research on environments that are conducive to study 
and learning within the residence hall. African-American students should be 
made aware that their academic pursuits are a primary purpose for being at 
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the university. These students need to play an active role in determining the 
conditions necessary for the pursuit of their learning opportunities. 
3. Identifying residence halls expectations that could contribute to the creation of 
services for the African-American students for clarification on fulfilling respon­
sibilities to the housing environment. 
4. Obtaining data regarding the housing units that stimulate the enhancement of 
personal competencies and skills which are characteristically sought during the 
period of late adolescence/early adulthood. 
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APPENDIX A. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. What is your gender? 
( a) Female 
(b) Male 
2. What is your age? 
(a) 17-20 
(b) 21-24 
(c) 25 and over 
3. What is your place of permanent residence? 
(a) Rural (town under 2,500 or open.country side) 
(b) Urban (city over 50,000) 
(c) Suburban (community in nietropolitan area) 
(d) Town or small city (2,500 to 49,999) 
4. What is the HIGHEST LEVEL of education completed by your FATHER? 
(a) some grade school 
67 
(b) completed grade school (grade 8) 
(c) some high school 
(d) completed high school 
(e) completed high school and also had other training, but not college 
(f) some college 
(g) completed college 
(h) some graduate work 
(i) graduate degree (M.S., M.A., Ph.D., etc.) 
What is the HIGHEST LEVEL of education completed by your MOTHER? 
(a) some grade school 
(b) completed grade school (grade 8) 
(c) some high school 
(d) completed high school 
(e) completed high school and also had other training, but not college 
(f) some college 
(g) completed college 
(h) some graduate work 
(i) graduate degree (M.S., M.A., Ph.D., etc.) 
Did you live on-campus? 
(a) Yes 
68 
(b) No 
7. Have you ever lived ofF-campus? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
If yes. when 
8. What was your major? 
9. Were you on any type of scholarship? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
10. The high school you attended was predominantly: 
(a) Black 
(b) White 
(c) Other (please specify) 
11. Did you attend a private high school? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
12. What was your high school grade point average? 
(a) 3.50-4.00 
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(b) 3.00-3.49 
(c) 2..50-2.99 
(d) 2.00-2.49 
(e) 1.99-Below 
(f) Don't know 
13. What was the size of your high school graduating class? 
14. What is your current college grade point average? 
(a) 3.50-4.00 
(b) 3.00-3.49 
(c) 2.50-2.99 
(d) 2.00-2.49 
(e) 1.99-Below 
(f). Don't know 
15. Do you plan to attend graduate or professional school? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
(c) Don't know 
(d) Presently a graduate student 
16. Would you recruit others to come to this university? 
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(a) Yes 
(b) No 
(c) Don't know 
17. Were you a member of an African-American organization? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
18. Were you a member of a residence hall organization? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
19. Do you feel there are enough support groups in the residence halls that met 
your needs? 
(a) Yes 
(b) • No 
20. Do you feel there are enough support groups off-campus that met your needs? 
(a) Yes . 
(b) No 
21. As a student, would you like to have more minority activities on campus? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
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If yes, give examples of activities 
22. As a student, would you like to have more minority activities ofF-campus? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
If yes, give examples of workshops 
23. Do you feel that Minority Student Affairs is doing a good service to helping 
students in the residence halls? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
If no, what changes would you like to see. 
24. Do you feel that Minority Student Affairs is doing a good service to helping 
students that live ofF-campus? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
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If no, what changes would you like to see. 
25. Do you feel that Student Support Services is doing a service to helping students 
on-campus? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
If no, what changes would you like to see 
26. Do you feel that Student Support Services is doing a service to helping students 
ofF-campus? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
If no, what changes would you like to see ; 
27. Do you feel that there is a communication problem between on-campus and 
off-campus African-American students 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
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If yes, what can be done to open communication. 
28. What problems did you see in the residence halls? 
29. What problems did you see living ofF-campus? 
30. When there were activities on-campus, did you support and attend it? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
31. Describe a mentor you had while being an undergraduate student: 
(a) Approximate age difference between you and your mentor 
(b) Relationship to the mentor (was he/she your supervisor, roommate, hous­
ing administrator, etc.) 
(c) Characterstics that would describe your relationship 
(d) Indicate the frequency of time spent together ( daily, 2-4 times a week, 
weekly, monthly, etc.): 
(e) What gender was your mentor? 
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32. Complex that you lived in: 
(a) RCA 
(b) TRA 
(c) UDA 
33. Off-campus housing arrangement: 
(a) With parents 
(b)  Eff ic iency  -  single  room 
(c)  Apar tment  
34. Number of semesters lived in ISU residence halls: 
(a )  1  
(b)  2  
(c)  3  
( d ) 4  
(e) 5 
( f )  6  
(g)  7  
(h)  8  
( i )  9  
( j )  10  or  more  
•35. Why did you leave the residence halls? 
(a) Food service 
(b) High cost 
(c) Too noisy 
(d) More privacy 
(e) Roommate problems 
(f) Rules and regulations, Specify, : 
(g) Other 
.36. What did you enjoy most about living in the hall? 
(a) Friends 
(b) Food service 
(c) Location 
(d) Overall conveniance 
-(e) Social opportunities 
(f) Privacy . 
(g) Roommate . 
(h) Other (specify) 
37. What did you enjoy least about living in the hall? 
(a) Noise 
(b) Food service 
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(c) Rules/policies 
(d) Neighbors 
(e) Roomsize 
(f) Lack of privacy 
(g) Location 
(h) Other (specify) 
38. Did your house officers solicit your ideas? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
Comments: 
39. Did you attend house meetings? 
(a) Never 
(b) At least half the time 
(c) Almost always 
If you answered "never", what can be done to interest you in house meetings . 
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40. Were you generally pleeised with the response you receive from the following 
persons? 
(a) Post office staff Yes No 
(b) Maintenance staff Yes No 
(c) Custodial staff Yes No 
(d) Food service staff Yes No 
(a) Complex office staff Yes No 
Please explain any "no" answers. 
41. Would you like to see special interest housing with specific programming geared 
to the needs of minority students? 
(a) Yes 
(b) No 
Why or why not? ! 
42. Was ISU headed in the same direction as its institutional mission? 
43. Were the academic purposes and the out-of-class experiences at ISU acceptable 
in helping you to become a successful graduate of this institution? 
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44. Were resources adequately allocated to minority activities in the houses? 
45. What are some concerns you have about the residence halls and academic 
achievement? 
46. What are some challenges that African-American students will be faced with 
in the 1990's? 
47. Are there any questions that I did not ask that you would like to share on this 
issue? 
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48. Are there any questions or comments about this interview that you would like 
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APPENDIX B. DATA ANALYSIS INFORMATION 
Means and Standard Deviation of Test Scores 
St X 
V < i i  I  a t )  l e  N  
A<-1 1>7 
SA IV II 
SAIM II 
G(>A 'jO 
M(>aii 
lb 370:>70-l 
383 b7M^ H(> 
448 57 I4:/«G 
2 3764000 
Sid Oev 
4 (1161943 
90 4354545 
I lb 873I820 
O 2934368 
Minimum 
9 OOOOOOO 
270.0000000 
300.0000000 
2 OIOOOOO 
Max iinum 
26 OOOOOOO 
630.0000000 
680 OOOOOOO 
3 0500000 
SEX=M 
Vai I able N 
ACT 28 
SAIV 16 
SAIM 16 
GPA 49 
Mean 
15 9642857 
44 I 2500000 
503.7500000 
2 3932653 
Sid Oev 
6 5063054 
126.9579983 
146 9183447 
0 3723148 
Minimum 
4 OOOOOOO 
250 OOOOOOO 
280.0000000 
2 OOOOOOO 
Max Imum 
30 OOOOOOO 
670 OOOOOOO 
730 OOOOOOO 
3,5200000 
Variable N 
ACT 55 
SAIV 30 
SAIM 30 
GPA 99 
Mean 
16 1636364 
4 14 3333333 
478 OOOOOOO 
2.3847475 
Sid Oev 
5 5703037 
I 13 4014332 
134 431 II30 
O 3331952 
Minimum 
4 OOOOOOO 
250.0000000 
280 OOOOOOO 
2 OOOOOOO 
Maximum 
30 OOOOOOO 
670.0000000 
730 OOOOOOO 
3 5200000 
UEX r FINAP^N ^INRE N -----
Var I  able N Mean Std Oev Miniiimiii Maxiiiiuiii 
ACT 13 17 038.16 lb 4 9600972 9 OOOOOOO a6 OOOOO(X) 
SAIV 6 3bb 000(K)00 3b 6370b94 310 OOOOOOO 390 OOOOOOO 
SAIM 6 413 3333333 b? 503333Ï 300 OOOOOOO 470:0000000 
CPA 21 2 3b71429 O 2b1478b 2 0100000 2 9100000 
SlX-f F INAP=^N F INRt^Y 
Variable N Mean St ci Uev Mininitiiii Maximum 
ACT 2 14.OOOOOOO b 6b68b42 lO OOOOOOO 18 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 430.OOOOOOO 430 OOOOOOO 430 OOOOOOO 
SATM I 360.OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 
CPA 3 2.2366667 O 22b462b 2 0200000 2 4700000 
SEX-F FINAP'V F1NRE=-N 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT O 
SAIV O 
SATM O 
GPA 3 2.I500000 0 I300000 2.0700000 2.3000000 
SEX F FINAP-Y FINRE-V -
VarIable N Mean StU Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 12 15.5000000 3 8729833 12 OOOOOOO 24 OOOOOOO 
SATV 7 401.4285714 122 9401713 270 OOOOOOO 630 OOOOOOO 
SATM 7 491 4285714 147 1312987 310 0000000 680 OOOOOOO 
GPA 23 2 44 1739 1 O 337 1357 2 0100000 3 0500000 
StX=M FINAP^N FINRE-N 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 12 14 OOOOOOO 6 6057826 4 OOOOOOO 30 OOOOOOO 
SAIV 6 428 3333333 16 I 1727851 250 0000000 67() OOOOOOO 
SAIM 6 526 6666667 12U 11717316 370 OOOOOOO (.70 OOOOOOO 
GPA 20 2 3040000 O .IIJI'HIU 2 OOOOOOO :i 0300000 
\ 
- SI X M t INAP'N t INKE Y - • 
Var table N Muaii bid l)uv Mirtiinuin Max tiiium 
ACT 2 II 'JOOOOOO 2 12I320J lO OOOOOOO lU OOOOOOO 
SAIV O 
SATM O 
GPA 3 2 33G(>6b7 O 2064/84 2 lOOOOOO 2 4BOOOOO 
- - - - btA -M » INAI' Y f INHt-N -
Vat table N Mean btU Uwv M tit i mum Max tmuiti 
ACT I 24 OOOOOOO 24 OOOOOOO 24 OOOOOOO 
SATV 2 370 OOOOOOO 84 8528137 310 OOOOOOO 430 OOOOOOO 
SATM 2 410 OOOOOOO 183 8477631 280 OOOOOOO 540 OOOOOOO 
GPA 2 2.8660000 O 4879037 2 5200000 3 2lOOOOO 
• SIX'M » I NAP^Y f INkl Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 13 17 8461538 6 2027703 7 OOOOOOO 27 OOOOOOO 
SAIV 8 468 7&00000 111 7954126 330 0000000 G50 OOOOOOO 
SATM 8 S lO OOOOOOO 162 .3928218 280 OOOOOOO 730 OOOOOOO 2S 
GPA • 24 2.4354 167 O 407580I 2.OOOOOOO 3.5200000 
SIAfUS^I 
Vartable N Mean Std Uev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 10 ' lb 6000000 4 0879226 10 OOOOOOO 23 OOOOOOO 
SATV 4 397 5000000 69 4622199 3&0 0(K)0000 BOO OOOOOOO 
SAIN 4 495 OOOOOOO 126 8857764 3'JO OOOOOOO 660 OOOOOOO 
CPA 12 2 4108333 0 3166431 2 0200000 2 9200000 
SIAIUS=2 
Variable N Mean Sid Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 30 16 .4000000 6 4090463 4 OOOOOOO 30 OOOOOOO 
SATV IB 436 6666667 137 883IbGO 250 OOOOOOO G70 OOOOOOO 
SATM IB 503 BBB8889 147. 1349476 280 OOOOOOO 730 OOOOOOO 
CPA 58 2 4108621 0.3614992 2 OOOOOOO 3 5200000 
Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 9 16 S55&5S6 5 3877433 9 ooooooo 24 ooooooo 
SATV 7 378 .6714286 38.9138242 320 OOOOOOO 430 ooooooo 
SATM 7 430 OOOOOOO 80 8290377 310 ooooooo 560 ooooooo 
CPA 20 2 .3040000 0.2797066 2 0200000 3 0500000 
STATUS 4 
Var table N Mean Std Dev M inimum Maximum 
ACT 6 15 3333333 4 273952 1 9. OOOOOOO 22 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 330 OOOOOOO 330 ooooooo 330 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 280 OOOOOOO 280 OOOOOOO 2BO OOOOOOO 
CPA 9 2 3611 III 0 286899 1 2 ooooooo 2 7400000 
Variable N 
STATUS'1 StX=F SEM'FA VR=89 
Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 
SATV 
SATM 
GPA 
I 
O 
0 
1 
10.OOOOOOO 
2.0200000 
10.OOOOOOO 
2 0200000 
10.OOOOOOO 
2.0200000 
SIAIUS'1 SEX^F SFM'SP YK'SS 
Variable 
ACT 
SATV 
SATM 
GPA 
Var table 
N Mean Std Oev Minimum Max Imum 
1 12.OOOOOOO 
1 500 OOOOOOO 
1 650.OOOOOOO 
2 2.5350000 O. 5444722 
12.OOOOOOO 
500.0000000 
650 OOOOOOO 
2.1SOOOOO 
STATUS'1 SEX=F SEM=SP YR=90 
Mean Std Oev Minimum 
STATUS»1 SEX=F SEM'SS VR=90 
12.OOOOOOO 
500.OOOOOOO 
650 OOOOOOO 
2 9200000 
Max Imum 
ACT 2 14 .5000000 2.1213203 13 OOOOOOO 16.OOOOOOO 
SAfV O 
SATM • 0 
GPA 3 2 5033333 O.32624 12 2 2200000 2.8600000 
00 Oi 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 16.OOOOOOO 16 OOOOOOO 16 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 3B0.OOOOOOO 380 OOOOOOO 380 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 450 OOOOOOO 450 OOOOOOO 450 OOOOOOO 
GPA 1 2.6700000 2 .6700000 2 .6700000 
STATUS:1 SEX=M SEM=FA YR=89 
Var lable Mean 
I I OOOOOOO 
2 0700000 
Std Uev Mm imum 
I I OOOOOOO 
2 0700000 
Max Imum 
1 I OOOOOOO 
2 0700000 
AC I 
SATV 
SA IM 
GPA 
I 
O 
0 
1 
SIATUS-t SEX=M SEM^SP YR=90 
Variable N Mean Std Uev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 3 20 OOOOOOO 2 645/613 lU.OOOOOOO 23.OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 360 OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 360'OOOOOOO 
SATM I 530 OOOOOOO 530 OOOOtXX) 530 OOOOOOO 
CPA 3 2 5166667 O. 1222020 2.4100000 2.6500000 
- STATUS-I SCX-M SEM SS VR=89 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT I 18.OOOOOOO IB.OOOOOOO IB OOOOOOO 
SATV I 350 OOOOOOO 350.0000000 350 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 350.0000000 350 OOOOOOO 350 OOOOOOO 
CPA 1 2.0400000 2 0400000 2.0400000 
--- - STATUS = 2 SEX = F SEM'FA VR = 89 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 3 15.6666667 4.6188022 13.OOOOOOO 21 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 310.OOOOOOO 310.0000000 310.0000000 
SATM 1 300.0000000 300 OOOOOOO 300 OOOOOOO 
CPA 4 2.2850000 0.1912241 2 OlOOOOO 2 4200000 
STATUS = 2 SEX'F SEM-SP YR=B9 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 8 16.8750000 4.2573466 12.OOOOOOO 22.OOOOOOO 
SATV 3 350 OOOOOOO 34 6410I62 330 OOOOOOO 390.0000000 
SATM 3 426 6666667 40 .4145 IBB 390 OOOOOOO 470 OOOOOOO 
GPA 12 2 3266667 O 2272097 2 0200000 2 9IOOOOO 
SÎATUS = 2 SEX = F SEM^SP YR = 90 
Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT O 
SAIV 2 450 0000000 21,4 bbU4412 270 OOOOOOO 6JO 0(K)0l)()0 
SATM 2 500 0000000 2b4 U584412 320 OOOOOOO 680 OOOOOOO 
GPA b 2 413:1333 O 3',51 150 2 OlOOOOO 3 OlOOOOO 
- SIAIUS-2 SlX = f SEM'SS YR'89 - - -
Var-table N Mean Sicl Ouv M tut mum Maximum 
ACT I 26.OOOOOOO 26.OOOOOOO 26.OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 
SATM O 
CPA I 2.6900000 2.6900000 2 6900000 
S1ATUS^2 SEX'f SEM^SS YK=90 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 IS.OOOOOOO 0 lb OOOOOOO lb.OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 
SATM .0 
GPA 3 2 5033333 O 4 140451 2 IBOOOOO 2 9700000 
SIATUS=2 SEX=M SEM'fA VR'89 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT I 10.OOOOOOO 10 OOOOOOO lO OOOOOOO 
SATV I 650 OOOOOOO 650 OOOOOOO 650 OOOOOOO 
SATM I 670.0000000 6/0 OOOOOOO 670 OOOOOOO 
GPA 4 2.5200000 O 6855168 2 OOOOOOO 3 5200000 
STATUS=2 SEX=M SEM«SP VR=89 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT S 14.6250000 8.0345237 4.OOOOOOO 27 OOOOOOO 
SATV 6 431.6666667 130 2945381 250 OOOOOOO 590 OOOOOOO 
SATM 6 530 OOOOOOO 174.0114939 280 OOOOOOO 730 OOOOOOO 
GPA 13 2 45846 15 O.4359634 2.OOOOOOO 3 2300000 
- - SIATUS-2 StX'M SEM SP VR-90 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
AC I b 17 OOOOOOO 7 U3bb236 7 .OOOOOOO 25 OOOOOOO 
SATV 3 470 OOOOOOO 45 8257569 420 OOOOOOO blO OOOOOOO 
SA IM 3 546 6666667 9b 04;iH495 450 OOOOOOO 640 OOOOOOO 
GPA II 2 384545b O 35:18747 2 OOOOOOO :) 2000000 
- S1AtUS = 2 S£X=M S£M=SS VR = 89 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 21.0000000 12 7279221 12 OOOOOOO 30.OOOOOOO 
SAIV 2 47b OOOOOOO 275 77 16447 280 OOOOOOO 670 OOOOOOO 
SATM 2 500 OOOOOOO 183 8477631 370.0000000 630 OOOOOOO 
CPA 4 2.4550000 O 4 125126 2 0200000 3 0100000 
STAT US- 3 StX = F SEM = F A YR = 89 ---
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 12.OOOOOOO 12.OOOOOOO 12 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 320.0000CkX> 320.0000000 320.0000000 
SATM 1 310 OOOOOOO 310.0000000 310 OOOOOOO 
CPA I 2.6100000 2 6100000 2 6100000 
STATUS'3 SEX'F SEM'SP VR^89 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 21.OOOOOOO 21.OOOOOOO 21 OOOOOOO 
SATV 3 376.6666667 15 2762523 360.0000000 390 OOOOOOO 
SATM 3 456 6666667 15 2752523 440 OOOOOOO 470 OOOOOOO 
GPA 5 2.2640000 O.2461300 2 0400000 2.5900000 
- STATUS'S SEX = F SEM'SP YR = 90 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 23.OOOOOOO I 4142136 22.OOOOOOO 24 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 350 OOOOOOO 350 OOOOOOO 350 OOOOOOO 
SATM I 560 OOOOOOO 560 OOOOOOO 560 OOOOOOO 
GPA 3 2 5433333 O 4605793 2 ISOOOOO 3 0500000 
SIAIUS^3 StX'F StM^SS YH-89 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
AC I O 
SATV O 
SAIM O 
GPA 2 2 0750000 I) <)0707 1 I 2 0700000 i OBOOOOO 
SIAIUS^3 StX^f SEM'SS VR = 90 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 IG 5000000 2 1213203 lb.OOOOOOO 18.OOOOOOO 
SATV I 430 OOOOOOO 430 OOOOOOO 430 OOOOOOO 
SAIM I 360 OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 360.0000000 
GPA 2 2 3I50000 0.2I9203I 2.I600000 2.4700000 
S1ATUS = 3 SEX^M SEM FA YR:89 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT O 
SATV O 
SATM O 
GPA 2 2 1250000 0 0636396 2 .0800000 2 f/OOOOO 
SÎATUS-3 SEX = M SEM=SP VR = 89 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 0 
SATV 0 
SATM 0 
GPA I 2.0200000 2.0200000 2.0200000 
- STATUS = 3 SEX«M SEM'SP YR=90 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 14.OOOOOOO 5.6568542 lO.OOOOOOO 18.0000000 
SATV 1 420 OOOOOOO 420 OOOOOOO 420.0000000 
SATM 1 410.OOOOOOO 410.OOOOOOO 410 OOOOOOO 
GPA 3 2 4233333 O 3089229 2 0900000 2.7000000 
- SIAIUS^3 SLX-M SEM^SS YW 90 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT I 9 OOOOOOO :) OOOOOOO 9 OOOOOOO 
SA IV O 
SAIM O 
GPA I 2 20000U0 2 2t)()0()U() i :^()()0{)(M> 
SIAIUS^4 StX-F StM-SP yR-89 - -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT I 9.OOOOOOO 9.OOOOOOO 9.OOOOOOO 
SATV O 
SATM O 
GPA 2 2.6900000 O 0707107 2 6400000 2 7400000 
STATUS 4 SEX = F SEM=SS YR = 89 - ---
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 0 
SATV O 
SATM .0 
GPA 1 2.0100000 2.0IOOOOO 2.0100000 
- STATUS^4 SEX = F SEM-SS VR-90 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 16.0000000 16.OOOOOOO 16.OOOOOOO 
SATV O 
SATM 0 
GPA I 2.0800000 2 0800000 2.OBOOOOO 
STATUS = 4 SEX = M SEM^FA YR«89 -
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 14.0000000 14 OOOOOOO 14.0000000 
SATV O . 
SATM O 
GPA 1 2 3900000 2.3900000 2.3900000 
STATUS = 4 SEX^'M S£M=SP YR = 89 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
A C T  I  2 2  . OOOOOOO 2 2  OOOOOOO 2 2  OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 
SATM 0 
GPA 1 2  4700000 2  4700000 2  IVUUOOO 
S1ATUS 4 SIX'M SEM=SP VR=90 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 14.OOOOOOO 14.OOOOOOO 14.OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 330.0000000 330.0000000 330 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 280 OOOOOOO 280.0000000 280 OOOOOOO 
GPA 2 2.4600000 O 26B7006 2.2/00000 2.6500000 
SIATUS-4 SEX M SIM^SS YR^89 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 17.OOOOOOO 17.OOOOOOO 17.OOOOOOO 
SATV O 
SATM O 
GPA 1 2.OOOOOOO 2 OOOOOOO 2 OOOOOOO 
S1AIUS=I SEX-F SEM^FA YR=B9 FINAP: 
Var lable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Max iiniim 
ACT 1 10 OOOOOOO 10 OOOOOOO 10 OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 
SATM O 
GPA t 2,0200000 2 0200000 2 0200000 
STATUS»I SEX=F SEM=SP YR=89 FINAP-Y FINRE=Y 
Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Max imum 
ACT 1 12.0000000 12 OOOOOOO 12 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 500 OOOOOOO 500 OOOOOOO 500 OOOOOOO 
SATM ' 1 650 OOOOOOO 650 OOOOOOO 650 OOOOOOO 
GPA 2 2.S350000 O.5444722 2 .1500000 2 9200000 
STATUS»1 SEX'F SEM'SP YR»90 FINAP=N FINRE'Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 0 <o 
lO SATV 0 
SATM 0 
GPA 1 2 2200000 2.2200000 2.2200000 
STATUS»I SEX=F SEM=SP YR=90 FINAP=Y FINRE=Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 14 . 5000000 2.1213203 13 OOOOOOO 16 OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 
SATM 0 
GPA 2 2 6450000 0.3040559 2 4300000 2 8600000 
STATUS=1 SEX-F SEM=SS YR»90 FINAP' Y FINKE^Y 
-
Varlable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 16 OOOOOOO 16 OOOOOOO 16 .OOOOOOO 
SA IV 1 380 OOOOOOO 380 OOOOOOO .180 OOOOOOO 
SAIM 1 450 OOOOOOO 450 OOOOOOO ItiO OOOOOOO 
GPA 1 2 6700000 2 6700000 2 bVOOOOO 
SIAIUS=I SlX-M StM- » A VR^BO P INAP =N fINRt-N 
Varlable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Max imuni 
ACT 1 11 OOOOOOO t 1 OOOOOOO t t •OOOOOOO 
SATV O 
SATM O 
GPA I 2.0700000 2 0700000 2 .0700000 
STATUS^1 SEX-M SEM-SP YR=90 FINAP 'N FINRE^N 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 18 OOOOOOO IB OOOOOOO IB OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 360 OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 530.OOOOOOO 530 OOOOOOO 530 OOOOOOO 
GPA 1 2.6500000 2 6500000 2 6500000 
STATUS»! SEX=M SEM=SP YR=90 FINAP^Y FINRE'Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 21 OOOOOOO 2 8284271 19 OOOOOOO 23 OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 (O CO 
SATM 0 
GPA 2 2 .4SOOOOO O .0565685 2 4lOOOOO 2 .4900000 
STATUS'1 SEX=M SEM'SS YR=a9 FINAP^Y FINRE^Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 18 OOOOOOO 18 .OOOOOOO 18 ooooooo 
SATV 1 350 OOOOOOO 350 OOOOOOO 350 ooooooo 
SATM 1 350. OOOOOOO 350 OOOOOOO 350 ooooooo 
GPA 1 2 0400000 2 0400000 2 0400000 
STATUS=2 SEX^F SEM^FA YR^ae FINAP- N FINRE^N 
Varlable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACI 2 17 OOOOOOO Il l>tiGH'.i.|2 13 OOOOiJOO 1 1 OOUOOOll 
SAIV 1 3IO ooooooo 310 OOOOOOO 3 10 OOOOOIK) 
SAIM 1 300 OOOOODO 300 OOOOOdO ;too OODOOIK» 
GCA •i 2 2IbOOOO O .'H'J'JIJH ? DUKHJUO î ) ( ) ( ) ( )  
SIAlUS-2 StX = K StM-FA VH-a9 FINAP^Y F1NKE=N 
Vai'iable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 0 . 
SATV O 
SATM O 
CPA I 2 3000000 2 3000000 2 3000000 
STATUS'2 SEX = F SEM^FA YB^89 FINAP-Y FINRE'Y -
Variable N Mean Std Uev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 13.OOOOOOO 13.OOOOOOO 13.OOOOOOO 
SATV O 
SATM O 
GPA 1 2.4100000 2 4lOOOOO 2.4 100000 
- STATUS'S SEX = F SEM-SP YR = 89 FINAP^N FINRE'N 
Variable N Mean Stii Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 7 17.5714286 4.07664G6 12.OOOOOOO 22.OOOOOOO 
SATV 3 350.OOOOOOO 34.6410162 330 OOOOOOO 390 OOOOOOO 
SATM 3 426.6666667 40 4145188 390.0000000 470 OOOOOOO 
GPA II 2.3236364 O.2380451 2.0200000 2.9100000 
STATUS'S SEX'F SEM=SP YR'89 FlNAP-Y FINRE'Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT I 12.OOOOOOO 12.OOOOOOO 12.OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 
SATM O 
GPA I 2 3600000 2 3600000 2 36QOOOO 
- STATUS-2 SEX = F SEM-SP VR-90 FINAP-Y FINRE = Y 
Variable N Mean SlU Dev Minimum Max inium 
AC I O 
SA IV 2 450 OOOOOOO 2!i4 '.>!)U I II2 270 OOOOOOO 630 OOOOOOO 
SAIM 2 500 0000000 254 5584412 320 OOOOOOO 680 OOOOCMK) 
GPA 6 2.4 133333 O 3'>b»150 2 OlOOOOO 3 OIUOOOO 
STATUSES SEX=F StM-SS YR=89 FINAP-N FINRE^N 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Max inium 
ACT 1 26 OOOOOOO 26 OOOOOOO 26 OOOOOOO 
SAÎV 0 
SATM 0 
CPA I 2 6900000 2.6900000 2 6900000 
- STATUS = 2 SEX = F SEM SS YR = 90 FINAP = V FINRE-Y 
Variable N Mean StU Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 2 IS.OOOOOOO O 15 OOOOOOO 15.OOOOOOO 
SATV O 
S A T M  . 0  
CPA 3 2.5033333 O 4140451 2 1800000 2 9700000 
STATUS = 2 SEX=M SEM'FA YR = 89 FINAP-Y FINRE^Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT I 10.OOOOOOO 10.OOOOOOO 10.OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 650.OOOOOOO 650 OOOOOOO 650 OOOOOOO 
SATM I 670.0000000 670.0000000 670.0000000 
CPA 4 2.S200000 0 6855168 2.OOOOOOO 3 5200000 
STATUS=2 SEX=M SEM'SP YR=89 FINAP'N FINRE=N 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 6 11.OOOOOOO 5 1380930 4.0000000 19.OOOOOOO 
SATV 3 420 OOOOOOO 149 3318452 250 OOOOOOO 530 OOOOOOO 
SATM 3 543.3333333 155 3490693 370 OOOOOOO 670 OOOOOOO 
CPA 10 2.3000000 O 3101612 2 OOOOOOO 3 OOOOOOO 
STATUS=2 S£X=M SEM=SP YR=89 FINAP'Y FINRE^N 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT I 24 OOOOIXX) 24 OOOOOOO 24 OOOOOOO 
SATV 2 3/O OOOOOOO HI U 1,28137 3IQ.OOOOOOO 430 OOOOOOO 
SA IM 2 4 10 OOOOOOO ltd 8177031 280 OOOOOOO b-lO OOOOOOO 
CPA 2 2 HGbOOOO O 1879037 2 5200000 3 2 llXtOOO 
STAIUS = 2 SEX=M SEM=SP YR = 89 FINAP-Y fINRE = Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 
SAIV 
SATM 
GPA 
1 
1 
1 
27 OOOOOOO 
590 OOOOOOO 
730 OOOOOOO 
3 2300000 
27 
590 
730 
3 
OOOOOOO 
OOOOOOO 
OOOOOOO 
2300000 
27 
590' 
730 
3 
OOOOOOO 
OOOOOOO 
OOOOOOO 
2300000 
STATUS'2 SEX-M SEM-SP YRiSO FINAP' N FINRE'N 
Var table N Mean Std Dev Minimum Max imum 
ACT 
SATV 
SATM 
GPA 
0 
0 
0 
1 2. <300000 2 .1300000 2 .1300000 
variable 
STATUS'S SEX=M SEM=SP YR=90 F1NAP=N FINRE=Y 
Mean Std Dev Minimum Max Imum 
ACT 1 13 .OOOOOOO 13 OOOOOOO 13 OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 a> SATM 0 
GPA 2 2 .2650000 O.2333452 2 .tOOOOOO 2 .4300000 
STATUSES SEX=M SEM^SP YR=90 FlNAP^Y FINRE=Y 
Variable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 4 18 OOOOOOO 7 7028133 7 OOOOOOO 25 OOOOOOO 
SAIV 3 470 OOOOOOO 45 8257569 420 OOOOOOO 510 OOOOOOO 
SATM 3 546 .6666667 95 .0438495 450 OOOOOOO 640 OOOOOOO 
GPA 8 2 4462500 O 3916973 2 OOOOOOO 3 .2000000 
VarIabIe 
ACT 
SAIV 
SATM 
GPA 
STATUS=2 SEX=M SEM=SS YR'89 FINAP=N FINRE=N 
Mean Std Dev Minimum Max Imum 
2 I.OOOOOOO 
475 OOOOOOO 
500 OOOOOOO 
2 4550000 
12 7279221 
27b 77 1U447 
laU 8477631 
O 4I25I2G 
12 OOOOOOO 
280 OOOOOOO 
370 OOOOOOO 
2 0200000 
30 OOOOOOO 
670 OOOOOOO 
630 OOOOOOO 
3 UIOOOOO 
blAIUS-'J SIX » SIM-IA YR-UU MNAM-V UNRt-Y 
Vdi'idble N Mean Std Uuv Mi in mum Max Imum 
ACT 1 1 i . OOOCK)00 12 OOOOOOO 12 OOOOOOO 
SAÎV 1 320 OOOOOOO 320 000<XXJ0 320 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 3lO OOOOOOO 310 OOOOOOO 310 OOOOOOO 
GPA 1 2 blOOOOO 2 61000U0 2 6 100000 
SIAtUS=3 StX-f SIM-SI* YW 89 1 INAP N FINRl-N - - - - - - -
Var table N Mean Sill Dev Mintinum Mux inium 
ACT 1 21 OOOOOOO 21 OOOOOOO 2 1 OOOOOOO 
SATV 2 385 OOOOOOO 7 0710678 380 OOOOOOO 390 OOOOOOO 
SATM . 2 450.0000000 14 1421356 440 OOOOOOO 460 OOOOOOO 
GPA 4 2.3200000 0.2446767 2 .0500000 2 .5900000 
STATUSES StX-F StM^SP YH-89 F INAP Y FINRt= Y - -
Vartable N Mean Std Oev Minimum Maxtmum 
ACT 0 
SATV 1 360.0000000 360 OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 470.0000000 470 OOOOOOO 470 OOOOOOO 
GPA 1 2.0400000 2 0400000 2 .0400000 
STATUS'S SEX=F StM-SP YR-90 F INAP =Y FINRE= Y - -
Var table N Mean Std Oev Minimum Max imuin 
ACT 2 23.OOOOOOO 1 4142 136 22 OOOOOOO 24 OOOOOOO 
SATV 1 350.0000000 350 OOOOOOO 350 OOOOOOO 
SATM 1 560 OOOOOOO 560 OOOOOOO 560 OOOOOOO 
GPA 3 2 5433333 O 4605793 2 1500000 3 0500000 
SIATUS-3 StX^T StM-SS YR^89 F INAP Y FINRE= N • - - -
Var lable N Moan Stcl Uev M in I I I ,  Max iimiin 
ACT O 
SA IV O 
SAIM O 
GPA 2 2 0750000 O ()0/«)7 1 1 2 0700000 2 OUOOOOl) 
- - - yiAIUS-J blA I bl M-SS YR-90 ( INAI'-N f INRL -N 
Variable N Muan Std Dev M minium Maximum 
ACr I lb OOOOUOl) lb OOOOOOO lb OOOOOOO 
SA IV O 
SAIM O 
CPA I i I600000 2 lOOOOOO 2 I600000 
SI AlUS 3 StX-f SIM SS YR-'JO UNAP-N I INHl Y 
Variable N Muaii StU Oev Miiiiiiiuiii Maximum 
ACT I IB OOOOOOO 18 OOOOOOO 18 OOOOOOO 
SATV I 430.0000000 430 OOOOOOO 430 OOOOOOO 
SATM I 360 OOOOOOO 360 OOOOOOO 3bO OOOOOOO 
GPA I 2 4700000 2 4700000 2 4700000 
STATUSES SEX=M SKM = f A YR = B9 UNAP^Y FINKt'Y 
Variable N Mean StU Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 0 
SAIV O 
SAIM •0 
GPA 2 2.I250000 0.0636396 2 0800000 2 1700000 
STAIUS-3 SEX-M SEM-SP YR^89 EINAP^N FINRE^N -
Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
ACT O 
SATV O 
SAIM O 
GPA 1 2 0200000 2 02U0UUU J 0200000 
-  -  S I A I U S  =  3  S I  X - M  S I M  S P  Y R - ' J O  M N A I ' - N  M N R I  - Y  
V a r i a b l e  N  M e a n  S  U 1  D e v  M i n i m u i i i  M i i x  i m u i i i  
AC I I lO OOOOOOO 1(1 OOOUOOO lO UUOUUUU 
SAIV O 
SA I M O 
<il'A t 2  M O T  I I I I  L O  2  . I H O O I H K )  I T L U L L L M M I  
SIAIUS-U Six -M SLM-bP VK HO UNAP Y I INKt Y 
Variable N Muaii bt(J Uev Miniiiiiini Max uni mi 
ACr I 18 OOOOOOO 18 00000(X) 18 OOOOOOO 
SA IV 1 4 JO OOOOOOO 420 OOOOOOO -420 OOOOOOO 
SAIM I 4 lO 000(XX)0 4 lO OOOOOOO 4 lO OOOOOOO 
GPA J 2 39bOOOO O 4:113:1', I 2 OUOOOOO 2 /OOOOOO 
SIAUJS^a SI X-M SIM-SS YH-yi) MNAP-Y UNKt-Y 
Variable N Mean Stct Ouv Miiiimiiin Max iiiiuiu 
ACT I 9 OOOOOOO 9 00(XX)00 9 OOOOOOO 
SAÎV O 
SATM 0 
GPA I 2.2000000 2 2000000 2 2000000 
STATUS=4 StX^F SEM^SP YR-a9 FINAP^N FINRE^N 
Variable N Mean Stct Oev Minimum Maximum 
ACT 1 9 OOOOOOO 9 OOOOOOO 9.OOOOOOO 
SAIV O 
SATM O 
GPA 2 2 6900000 O 070/I07 2 6400000 2 7400000 
STAIUS'4 SEX = F StM = SS YR = 89 F1NAP = V UNRE^Y 
Variable N Mean Sid Duv Minimum Maximum 
ACT O 
SATV O 
SATM O 
GPA t 2 OlOOOOO 2 OlOOOOO J OlOOOUU 
- SIAIUS-4 SEX-l SIM-SS YR-90 t I NAP-Y UNRl-Y 
Variable N Mean Slil Dew Minimum Miiximum 
AC I 1 10 OOOOOOO U> OOOOOOO lb DDODOIK) 
SAIV I) 
SAIM O 
(iPA I OUOOlKX) ;> ()U(JO(H)CI UltOOOUO 
SI AIUS-4 blA-M .(Ml A YH-8U MNAi'-N f INKl -N 
Vdi'idtJle N Muciii y lU l)uv Mininiiiiii Max 11111.1m 
AC I 1 I I OUUUOUU 11 OOOOOOO 11 OOOOOOO 
SAIV O 
SAIM O 
CPA I 2 uaooooo -i :iuooooo i uuooooo 
SIAIUSM SIX M SIM-SC YH 89 » INAI'^V IINHI -Ï 
Variable N Muaii Slcl Uuv Miiiiniuiii Maximum 
ACT \ 22 OOOOOOO 22 OOOOOOO 22 OOOOOOO 
SATV 0 
SATM O 
GPA • » 2 4700000 2 4VOOOOO 2 lYOOOOO 
StAIUS = 4 SlX'M StM SH Ytt'OO F INAI' Y ( INttf^Y 
Var table N Muan SIcj Ouv Minimiiiii Maximum 
AC I I H .OOOOOOO 11 OOOOOOO M OOOOOOO 
SATV I 330 OOOOOOO 3JO OOOOOOO 330 OOOOOOO 
SATM I 280.0000000 280 OOOOOOO 2BO.OOOOOOO 
GPA 2 2.4600000 0.2G8700b 2 2700000 2 C&OOOOO 
STATUS»4 SEX M StM-SS YR-89 MNAP'N FINRl-N 
Variable N Maaii Std Oev Minimum Maxiroum 
ACT I 17 OOOOOOO 17 OOOOOOO 17 OOOOOOO 
SATV O 
SAIM O 
GPA I 2 OOOOOOO 2 OOOOOOO 2 OOOOOOO 
,&* I I INAI'-N I INHl N 
Vdi iciblu N 
AC I 1:1 
SA IV t. 
SAIM b 
GPA J I 
Mtiiiii 
17 !, IH II. I!, 
•Jbli (XMMKMM) 
4 1:1 :i:i:i:i:i:i:i 
i :i!i7 ruu 
*.>U1 Ouu 
I !«.(«)!JVJ 
•lb b:i7UbU4 
wi bi):iU3:K' (> :"al47U'j 
M lit iiiuim 
!» tKKM)Ul«) 
IIU UOUUIXH) 
J(X> OOOtXKIU 
2 UI(XXX)U 
Miix I Ilium 
•Jl, (KHHHIDO 
•JUn CXXXKJOO 
•»7<)'<X>0(MXJ0 
2 iiUXHJlH) 
SI X -» f INAI'-N » INHl Y 
Var table Muiiii 
ACI 
SAfV 
SAIM 
GPA 
14 OOtXKK)») 
430 O O O f X X H )  
360 OOOOOOO 
2 33li6(>b7 
Mil lluv 
b bbbHb4;^  
O 2/b4byb 
Miiiiiniiiii 
lO OO(XXK)l) 
4:10 (KXXHXX) 
UbU OOOCXXX) 
2 OïOO«XX) 
Miix iliuiiii 
IB (XXKXX)O 
4:10 IXXXXXX) 
:ibo ouoouoo 
2 47<XKXXi 
SIX-I tINAP-V IINHl-N 
Vai table N Mean Stu Uev Mimmum Max tnium 
ACI O 
SAIV O 
SAIM O 
GPA 3 2 t&OOOOO O IJOOOOO 2 0700000 3 3000U00 
SIX -I I INAI'-V ^ INKE -V 
Var table Mean 
ACT 
SAIV 
SAIM 
tiPA 
12 
7 
7 
23 
15 
401 
491 
60<XXXX) 
428b7 14 
4285714 
2 44 17:19 1 
Sill Uev 
8729833 
94017 13 
1312987 
O 337I3b7 
3 
1 2 2  
147 
Minimum 
(XXXKXK) 
(XXXKX)O 
000<XXK) 
2 OIOO<XK> 
12 
2 70 
310 
Max Imum 
OOOOOtX) 
000<XKM) 
ŒXXXXX) 
3 OblHXXXJ 
24 
b:io 
bBO 
SIX-M IINAP N »INWl N 
Variable N 
ACI 12 
SAIV b 
SAIM b 
GPA 20 
Muiin 
14 (XXXKMX) 
428 33333 1:1 
b2(i bbbbbb f 
2 :i04<«X)l) 
S III lluv 
0 b(lb/H2l, 
M.I l/J/H'.i I 
1."» 11/1/ in, 
II n.'.'lll!» 
M I I I  I  Il ium 
I IKHKKXX) 
."j(> IXXXXXX) 
:i70 (HHHKHII) 
:• (HHHHHIl) 
Max imillil 
III (HHHHHIl) 
«.7(> (HHHHXHJ 
I,/II (HHIIIIHill 
I null H II HI 
Guiiuial 1 iiieai- Mode 1 b PrucuUiire 
Dependent Variable: GPA 
Source Ul Sum of bqucirtis Mean Sqiiaru h Vd lue l'i  ^1 
Mode) 6 O O 09135849 O 81 O UUJ 1 
Error 92 lO 33171778 0 11230128 
Corrected Total 98 to 87980809 
R-Square C V Hoot MSt (iCA Muciil 
0.050382 M.06238 0.3351 1383 2 38474717 
Source OF Type 1 SS Mean Square f  Va  lue l'i ' f 
SEX 1 0 00703914 0 00703914 0 06 0 8o:"j 
STATUS 3 0 1768669S 0 05895565 O 52 O 
FINAP 1 0 36169745 O 36 169745 3 22 O U/(.U 
FINRE 1 0 00254738 O 00254738 O 02 U BU(n> 
Source OF Type III SS Mean Square f  Va 1 uo l'i .> 1 
SEX 1 0.00011544 0 OOUl1544 O.OO O •J/.|!i 
STATUS 3 0 22284843 0 07428281 0 66 ( »  1)778 
FINAP « 0 17614012 0 17614012 1 .57 O 2 1 36 
FINRE 1 0 00254738 0.00254738 0 02 O U8UU 
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APPENDIX C. HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL FORM 
Last Name of  Principal  Investigator Fields 
10 4  
cklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (please check): 
12. Q^tter or wriaen statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) purpose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names. #'s). how they will be used, and when they will be 
removed (see Item 17) 
c) an esnmate of time needed for participation in the research and the place 
d) if applicable, location of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
f) in a longitudinal study, note when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) participation is voluntary; nonparticipadon will not affect evaluations of the subject 
13. G Consent fonn (if applicable) 
14. • Letter of approval for research &om cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
I 15.Q/^ta-gathering instruments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
First Contact Last Contact 
6/21/91  7 /10/91  
Month / Diy / Year Month/Dty/Year 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed &om completed survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
tapes will be erased: 
.Month / Day / Year 
IS. Signature of Departmental Executive Officer Date Department qpAdministradve Unit 
£ljêkL _(& 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
Project Approved Project Not Approved No Action Required 
Patr ic ia  M.  Kei th  PâkfÉr-
Name of Committee Chairperson Date Signature of Committee Chairperson 
GC:l /90  
